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Abstract
Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) are a powerful building block for highly scalable decen-
tralized systems. They route requests over a structured overlay network to the node re-
sponsible for a given key. DHTs are subject to the well-known Sybil attack, in which an
adversary creates many false identities in order to increase its influence and deny service
to honest participants. Defending against this attack is challenging because (1) in an open
network, creating many fake identities is cheap; (2) an attacker can subvert periodic routing
table maintenance to increase its influence over time; and (3) specific keys can be targeted
by clustering attacks. As a result, without centralized admission control, previously existing
DHTs could not provide strong availability guarantees.

This dissertation describes Whanau, a novel DHT routing protocol which is both effi-
cient and strongly resistant to the Sybil attack. Whanau solves this long-standing problem
by using the social connections between users to build routing tables that enable Sybil-
resistant one-hop lookups. The number of Sybils in the social network does not affect the
protocol's performance, but links between honest users and Sybils do. With a social net-
work of n well-connected honest nodes, Whanau provably tolerates up to O(n/ log n) such
"attack edges". This means that an attacker must convince a large fraction of the honest
users to make a social connection with the adversary's Sybils before any lookups will fail.

Whanau uses techniques from structured DHTs to build routing tables that contain
O(Vf log n) entries per node. It introduces the idea of layered identifiers to counter clus-
tering attacks, which have proven particularly challenging for previous DHTs to handle.
Using the constructed tables, lookups provably take constant time.

Simulation results, using large-scale social network graphs from LiveJournal, Flickr,
YouTube, and DBLP, confirm the analytic prediction that Whanau provides high availabil-
ity in the face of powerful Sybil attacks. Experimental results using PlanetLab demonstrate
that an implementation of the Whanau protocol can handle reasonable levels of chum.

Thesis Supervisor: M. Frans Kaashoek
Title: Professor of Computer Science and Engineering
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No man is an Hand, intire of it selfe; every man is a peece of the Continent, a
part of the maine; if a Clod bee washed away by the Sea, Europe is the lesse, as
well as if a Promontorie were, as well as if a Mannor of thy friends or of thine
own were; any mans death diminishes me, because I am involved in Mankinde;
And therefore never send to know for whom the bell tolls; It tolls for thee.

John Donne, Meditation XVII
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Peer-to-peer systems can tie together millions of edge hosts to provide efficient and fault-

tolerant infrastructure services, such as search, storage, caching, load-balancing, routing,
and rendezvous [37, 38, 45, 53-56, 66, 67, 72, 78, 89, 100, 104, 109, 111, 120]. However,
an open P2P system, which anyone on the Internet can join, is vulnerable to the well-

known Sybil attack [48]. In this attack, a malicious adversary creates a large number of

pseudonyms ("Sybils") and joins the system many times. This technique gives the adver-

sary disproportionate influence, which it can use to degrade or deny the legitimate users'

access to the service.
To locate resources such as files, users, or servers, a P2P system sends routing and

discovery queries over a network of links between the nodes. These overlay networks can

be either unstructured or structured. Unstructured P2P systems find resources by flood-

ing queries over the overlay links at random. On the other hand, structured P2P systems

create overlay links between carefully chosen nodes so that queries can be routed directly

to the intended recipients. As a consequence, structured overlays use network resources

much more efficiently than unstructured overlays and are better at "needle-in-a-haystack"

type queries. However, structured overlays are also more vulnerable to Sybil attacks than

unstructured overlays are.
Many existing P2P systems need to use structured overlay networks for efficiency. Up

until now, such systems either ignored Sybil attacks or assumed a central authority to vet

participants. Neither approach is completely satisfying: the first gives up any strong avail-

ability guarantees, and the second does not reap all the benefits of a fully peer-to-peer
approach. What's more, assuming the existence of a central authority evades the question

of how the authority should distinguish honest nodes from Sybils. To do this, it must have

some out-of-band information about the participants [48]. A certifying authority is not clair-

voyant by virtue of being centralized; it must use an online proxy for real identity in order

to limit the fraction of Sybil identities. Proposed proxies have included government-issued

certificates, IP addresses, computational puzzles, bandwidth, CAPTCHAs, and social net-

work connections.
This dissertation presents a structured and efficient P2P overlay network that is strongly

Sybil-resistant and requires no centralized gatekeeper. It achieves this by assuming a well-

connected social network between the honest P2P nodes: as long as there are more links

amongst honest nodes than between honest and Sybil nodes, the system ensures that routing



queries will succeed quickly. There exist well-known replication and encryption techniques
for handling random faults, churn, and security issues such as integrity and confidential-
ity [41,45,57,65,81,100,106,107,110]. Thus, Sybil-proof availability provides the missing
link to a truly secure and reliable structured overlay. This secure overlay network's perfor-
mance properties are similar to previous (insecure) overlays, and close to the theoretical
optimum.

Addressing Sybil attacks removes one of the main remaining barriers to large-scale de-
centralized peer-to-peer infrastructure and opens up many new possibilities. For example:

* Highly available federated data storage systems, using individuals' computer re-
sources (instead of centralized services) to provide a "cloud" of backend storage
for filesystems or databases.

" Internet routing protocols that are "hijack-proof", so that malicious participants can-
not redirect traffic away from web sites (as Pakistan accidentally did to YouTube in
2008 [20] and as has happened many times before [34]).

" Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks (VANETs) which cannot be "jammed" by malicious
routing messages.

" Reputation and recommendation engines which do not permit bad reviews to be
"whitewashed" [50,51].

* Publication and dissemination systems that are very difficult to censor [116].

This dissertation promotes the vision of a collaborative Internet in which peers cooper-
ate to provide the infrastructure services they use. In some cases, this distributed model
may present an alternative to the centralized provider model. In others, it may be comple-
mentary, enabling services to be provided by a heterogeneous federation of large and small
corporations, government entities, and individuals. This approach can take the best features
of each, improving reliability, efficiency, and flexibility by increasing diversity.

1.1 Distributed Hash Tables

Distributed Hash Table (DHT) protocols are a basic building block of structured peer-to-
peer systems. A DHT maps a key to the node responsible for that key, and provides an
overlay routing mechanism to send messages to that node. If each node maintains a local
table associating its keys with values, the system can provide an insert/lookup/delete API
similar to a hash table data structure. In addition to message routing (key lookup), DHT
protocols normally provide interfaces for nodes to join and leave the set of participants,
and they maintain redundant state in order to tolerate disruptions caused by failures and
churn. Because DHTs provide fast routing and automatic load balancing without any cen-
tralized bottlenecks, they have been applied to many distributed systems problems, includ-
ing caching [53,55,67], filesystems and file sharing [45,78,89,111], databases [66,72], ver-
sion control [120], publish-subscribe [37, 109], multicast streaming [37,38,56], telephony



and IM [104], anonymous communications [54], and reputation and recommendation en-

gines [70].
As a simple example, a DHT can be used as a rendezvous service for a telephony/instant-

messaging application. When a client comes online, it inserts into the DHT a key-value pair

which maps its username to its current IP address. To send an IM or initiate a voice call, the

client can look up the target username in the DHT to retrieve that user's current address.

The DHT service can be provided either by a network of volunteer peers or by the clients

themselves.
Most DHTs use consistent hashing [71] (or some closely related scheme) to map ranges

of keys to responsible nodes. In consistent hashing, a hash function maps keys onto b-

bit integers, and each node chooses a random b-bit identifier when it joins the DHT. A

node is responsible for all the keys between its ID and its predecessor's ID. This technique

partitions the set of keys evenly across the nodes and minimizes data movement due to

node churn.
In the earliest DHTs, each node maintained a list of all the other nodes in the sys-

tem, and used consistent hashing directly to route messages to keys. However, the modern

DHT literature focuses on cases where the number of nodes n is very large (e.g. millions

of nodes), which makes the storage and bandwidth costs of maintaining complete tables

impractical. Instead, each node maintains a partial routing table, meaning that not all mes-

sages can be sent directly to their destination; sometimes messages must be routed via one

or more intermediate hops. Each hop takes the message to a node whose identifier is closer

to the target key, eventually reaching the destination node.
If each node has a local table of size r, and routes are h hops long, then messages can

fan-out to reach at most rh nodes. There is a fundamental trade-off between table size and

routing latency: to route from any peer to any other peer within h hops, the tables must have

at least r = n1/h entries per node. DHT protocols can be broadly categorized by where they

fall on this curve:

" r = n: complete-graph DHTs [62,65,72].

* r = O(V/n7): one-hop DHTs [62,63]. 1

* r = O(log n): log n-hop DHTs [80, 101, 110].

Most published DHTs are log n-hop designs which trade higher latency for very small

tables. A few DHTs (e.g., Accordion [76]) can adapt to arbitrary table sizes and achieve

any point on the trade-off curve. This dissertation describes a one-hop DHT.

'Note that [62] presents two DHT protocols, which the authors call "one-hop" and "two-hop". Using this

dissertation's terminology (which is consistent with [63]), they would be called a complete-graph DHT and a

one-hop DHT, respectively.



1.2 Denial-of-service attacks on DHTs
A secure DHT design must satisfy three properties: 2

* Confidentiality: data stored in the DHT is only readable by authorized parties.

* Integrity: data stored in the DHT can only be modified by authorized parties.

* Availability: data stored in the DHT can always be retrieved and updated using a
reasonable amount of time and resources.

Confidentiality and integrity can be provided by well-understood techniques, such as en-
cryption, signatures, and self-certifying keys [57, 58,69,77,81]. However, because of the
Sybil attack and related denial-of-service attacks, guaranteeing availability for an open
DHT is a challenging and long-standing problem.

In a Sybil attack, a malicious actor on the Internet creates a large number of false iden-
tities and floods the existing DHT nodes with join requests. If each identity has a different
IP address, it is very difficult to distinguish such virtual nodes from "real" nodes. Once the
adversary has infiltrated the DHT under many pseudonyms and "outvotes" the honest iden-
tities, he can perpetrate various sorts of mischief, ranging from blanket denial-of-service
attacks to sophisticated, targeted attacks on specific keys. For example, in the telephony
rendezvous system outlined in Section 1.1, an attacker could prevent one or more users
from receiving incoming calls by joining the DHT, becoming responsible for the targeted
users' IP address records, and returning bogus results to any queries for those records.

On the present-day Internet, it is cheap and easy to create large numbers of apparently-
unique identities, given access to large IP subnets, botnets-for-hire, or IPv6 address blocks. 3
Sybil attacks are of particular concern because they inflict much more damage than sim-
ple ping-flooding or request-flooding attacks [19] for the same investment of the attacker's
bandwidth and CPU resources. The following sections sketch Sybil attacks of increasing
sophistication and lay out the challenges that must be addressed to defend against them.

1.2.1 Denying service through brute force
If the adversary can inexpensively create an unlimited number of Sybil identities, then
a simple brute-force attack can bring down any open DHT. Suppose the adversary adds
99n Sybil nodes to an n-node DHT using the normal join protocol. Then, 99% of the
entries in honest nodes' routing tables will be pointers to Sybils, and almost all honest
query messages will be routed via a Sybil node. These queries will never reach their target
keys: the Sybil nodes can return bogus replies, respond with an error message (i.e., "no
such key"), delay the query, or simply drop the messages entirely [105].

This blanket denial-of-service attack leaves the honest nodes with no recourse other
than to retry queries over and over, with a tiny probability of reaching any other honest

2Some applications (e.g., dissemination or caching) may not require confidentiality, but all applications
require integrity and availability.

3The widespread use of NAT also discourages limiting identities to one-per-IP-address, since that unfairly
cuts out a large fraction of the Internet-using population.



node at all. Honest nodes can blacklist nodes giving incorrect responses, but this strategy

only helps if new Sybils are added more slowly than they are blacklisted. It is also possible

that honest nodes may be incorrectly blacklisted due to transient failures. Moreover, an

unsophisticated blacklisting mechanism could be manipulated by the adversary to "frame"

honest nodes by feeding them bad information.
Ultimately, a brute-force Sybil attack can only be prevented by limiting the fraction of

Sybil identities in the DHT's routing tables, and any mechanism to accomplish this must

use some information from outside the DHT [48].

1.2.2 The Eclipse attack

Even if the fraction of incoming Sybil nodes is bounded by some method, it is possible for

an attacker to use the dynamics of DHT churn and stabilisation to increase its influence over

time. DHT nodes constantly join and leave, and new nodes initialize their routing and key

tables by requesting subsets of established nodes' tables. Also, DHTs periodically execute

a stabilization protocol to repair failures by propagating routing table entries.

In the Eclipse attack [103], the adversary exploits these join and stabilization proto-

cols to expand a small foothold into a large attack surface. Suppose that there are a small

number of Sybil nodes already in the DHT (i.e., present in honest nodes' routing tables).
Sometimes, honest nodes will try to initialize or repair their routing tables by querying

Sybil nodes. Instead of replying honestly, the Sybils return plausible routing table entries

which point only to other Sybil identities, increasing the overall fraction of Sybil entries in

honest routing tables. What's more, the frequency of queries to Sybils increases with the

fraction of Sybil entries, amplifying the attack's power. Over time, an attack starting from

a small base can snowball until most of the honest nodes' routing table entries point to

Sybil nodes. At this point, the attacker essentially controls the DHT and can deny service

by corrupting, dropping, or delaying messages, as above.

1.2.3 Clustering attacks

As the previous sections showed, to protect against blanket denial-of-service attacks, Sybil
identities must be limited to a small fraction of the honest nodes' routing table entries.

However, this does not prevent clustering attacks, which deny honest nodes access to a

particular key or node. This type of attack requires more than one identity to perform, but

since it is targeted at a small part of the DHT, it requires far fewer Sybil identities than a

brute-force attack on the entire DHT.
Clustering attacks take advantage of the structure of DHT routing tables. Typically, each

node is responsible for storing the keys closest to its node ID, and each routing hop carries

a query message closer to its destination key. Sybil nodes can exploit this by choosing all of

their IDs to fall closer to the given target key than any honest node's ID, making the Sybil
nodes appear to be responsible for that key. If the Sybil nodes infiltrate sufficiently many

honest nodes' routing tables, then almost all queries for the target key will be forwarded to

them.
In another variation, the attacker might insert many bogus keys into the DHT near the



targeted key. If the responsible node's key table can't handle this load spike, it may be
forced to overflow and discard genuine keys.

Previous work on DHT security addressed ID clustering attacks by assuming that newly
joined nodes would be assigned externally generated random IDs, instead of generating
their own IDs [36, 97, 103]. In addition to requiring a central ID-issuing authority, this
approach can be circumvented by repeatedly joining and leaving the DHT. This guess-and-
check strategy enables the attacker to generate arbitrarily clustered IDs for its Sybil nodes.

DHTs add structure to the overlay network in order to perform efficient lookups. How-
ever, the more finely-tuned the routing protocol, the more susceptible it tends to be to clus-
tering attacks. For example, consistent hashing alone is subject to key clustering attacks;
adding multi-hop routing makes the system more vulnerable to ID clustering attacks. Ad-
vanced features such as network locality [44, 62] and jurisdictional locality [64] open up
additional avenues of attack. Because many techniques for efficiency can be exploited by
a malicious adversary, denial-of-service attacks are a particularly stubborn and challeng-
ing problem in structured overlay security. Unstructured protocols that work by flooding or
gossip are more robust against these attacks, but pay a performance price, requiring linear
time to find a key.

1.3 The Whinau Sybil-proof DHT

This dissertation presents a new and effective approach for guaranteeing DHT availabil-
ity. Whinau, a secure and efficient one-hop DHT protocol, concretely illustrates this ap-
proach. 4 Like other DHTs, Whanau can be used as a key-value store or as a routing mech-
anism to send messages from any node to any other. Its performance is similar to previous
(insecure) one-hop DHTs:

* Routing a lookup request uses a constant number of messages, with a latency of only
one network round-trip if query messages are sent in parallel.

" Building routing tables consumes 0(vkri log kn) bandwidth, CPU, and storage per
node (to store up to kn keys in the whole system).

Whanau relies on existing techniques to provide confidentiality and integrity. It assumes
that an honest node querying a key will recognize the corresponding value: for example,
by checking a digital signature included with the returned data block. Whanau guarantees
availability by applying several new techniques, in order to address the challenges described
in Section 1.2:

4 Whanau , pronounced "far-no", is a Maori word meaning "family", and particularly connoting the wider
kinship of an extended family [88]. Etymologically, whdnau's root meaning is the verb "to be born", and the
main derived meaning is "a group descended from shared ancestors"; modern usage sometimes includes the
metaphorical kaupapa whanau, which is a group connected by a common bond other than descent [25, 88,
117]. The Maori word whanau is cognate with the Hawai'ian word 'ohana.

This dissertation's use of the name Whanau acknowledges the critical role that meaningful social connec-
tions play in defending the system against malicious attacks. See the references [11, 16,25, 43, 117] for more
information about the original Maori concept in historical and modern contexts.



" To protect against brute-force Sybil attacks, Whanau uses information from an exter-

nal social network to filter out most of the bogus identities. While Whanau is oblivi-

ous to the number of Sybil identities in the social network, its performance degrades

if there are very many connections between honest and Sybil identities.

" To protect against the Eclipse attack, the algorithm to build routing tables is "state-

less": instead of bootstrapping new nodes from existing routing tables, Whanau pe-

riodically discards its routing tables and rebuilds them all from scratch.

" To protect against ID clustering attacks, Whanau introduces a technique called lay-

ered identipers. Whanau also prevents key clustering attacks through carefully bal-
anced partitioning of the key tables over the honest nodes.

To rule out the possibility of denial-of-service attacks other than those described in Sec-

tion 1.2, this dissertation includes a proof of Whanau's correctness and efficiency under

reasonable assumptions.

1.3.1 Implementations

The Whanau protocol has three existing implementations:

" The reference implementation is 1,104 lines of Python code, and has been tested with

up to 4,000 virtual nodes running on 400 physical PlanetLab nodes [31].

" WhanauSIP [40] is 4,280 lines of Java and integrates the Session Initiation Proto-

col [98]. It demonstrates how Whanau can be used to provide secure rendezvous for
Voice-over-IP telephones.

" Because the PlanetLab testbed does not support large numbers of nodes, Whanau is

also implemented in a large-scale, in-memory simulation, supporting up to 5 mil-
lion virtual nodes. For efficiency, this simulation abstracts most of the details of real-

world computer networks; it measures Whanau's performance under attack by count-
ing simulated messages and table entries. The simulator is implemented as 3,234
lines of C++ code using the STL and Boost [3, 108].

1.4 Contributions

This dissertation aims to demonstrate that peer-to-peer structured overlay networks do not

require centralized admission control to resist denial-of-service attacks. In support of this

thesis, it presents:

" Whinau, a structured Sybil-proof DHT protocol employing a combination of new

and existing techniques to guarantee availability.

" Layered identifiers, a new technique to combat ID clustering attacks.

" A proof of Whanau's correctness under reasonable assumptions.



e A reference implementation of Whanau.

" A high-performance simulator using large-scale graph data extracted from real-
world social networks.

" Detailed simulated experiments confirming Whanau's theoretically-predicted per-
formance under the most challenging known attacks.

Along the way, it also demonstrates how to use some of these techniques in unstructured
overlay networks.

1.5 Limitations

The core Whanau protocol (Chapter 5) has several limitations as compared with previous
DHTs. By adding additional complexity, some of these limitations can be mitigated; nev-
ertheless, Whanau may be inappropriate for some applications (e.g., full-text search).

Assumptions. The honest nodes must be connected by a social network with high con-
ductivity, and there must be a sparse cut separating the honest identities from the Sybil
identities. If the social network does not have these properties, then Whanau will not toler-
ate Sybil attacks.

Furthermore, the application must provide Whanau with a way to distinguish whether
the records returned by DHT lookups are authentic or not. This is necessary to prevent
attackers from inserting bogus values under the application's keys.

Overhead. A Whanau implementation pays for its resistance to denial-of-service attacks
by consuming more resources than an insecure DHT when not under attack. Nodes must
encrypt and authenticate their routing messages to prevent impersonation attacks, and node
addresses stored in routing tables must be accompanied by cryptographic keys for this
purpose. Layered identifiers, which protect Whanau against ID clustering attacks, impose
an additional O(log n) overhead factor.

Whanau obtains its resiliency through aggressive replication. If each node inserts 0(1)
key-value records, then Whanau replicates every record to 0(V/i log n) different nodes.
This could be expensive for large records; however, the overhead can be mostly eliminated
by adding a layer of indirection (Section 9.6).

In order to prevent resource exhaustion, each node can insert a fixed number of records
into the DHT. If some nodes do not use their entire quota, the unused resources are wasted.
An application could layer a quota sharing or trading mechanism on top of Whanau to
reduce this inefficiency, but Whanau does not provide such a protocol.

Static routing tables. The Whanau API does not have dynamic JOIN and INSERT opera-
tions: once constructed, Whanau's routing tables are a static snapshot of the social network
and the set of records stored in the DHT. To incorporate changes, nodes must periodically
discard and rebuild their routing tables. This means that keys can only be inserted at discrete
intervals, with a frequency defined by the application's needs.



In general, this trade-off between freshness and efficiency is not unique to Whanau: for

example, DNS tolerates stale records up to several hours old in order to improve caching
performance. However, other DHTs do not impose this compromise on (non-caching) ap-

plications. An application using Whanau must be able to adapt to the delay between in-

serting a key into the DHT, and that key becoming visible to other nodes. Although key

insertion is always delayed, Whanau can be extended to support efficient and dynamic up-

dates to the values associated with keys already stored in the DHT. Thus, mutable records

are supported (see Section 9.7).
Periodically rebuilding routing tables of size O(v k log kn) per node also adds to

Whanau's overhead. Frequent rebuilding is costly; however, if the routing tables are per-

mitted to drift out of sync with the state of the social network, then Whanau's load balance

will become progressively more skewed and the available resources less effectively uti-
lized. Fortunately, measurements on social networks have shown that they turn over on a

timescale of months [82,83]; in most cases, applications will choose to rebuild tables more

often than required by social network changes.

1.6 Structure of this dissertation

The rest of this document is structured as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews the existing body of research on peer-to-peer structured overlay net-

works and the Sybil attack, and traces the development of Sybil defenses based on social

networks.
Chapter 3 sets out the goals of this work in both formal and informal language. It states

assumptions about the social network and about the adversary model, leading to a precise

definition of a "Sybil-proof distributed hash table".
Chapter 4 briefly illustrates how a social network can be used in a simple, unstructured

DHT protocol which is Sybil-proof, but not efficient.
Chapter 5 describes the Whanau structured DHT protocol. It outlines the design of

Whinau's routing tables, and introduces the new concept of layered identifiers. It then

gives detailed distributed protocols to build structured routing tables and to route queries to
keys using these tables.

Chapter 6 formally proves the correctness and good performance of the Whanau routing
protocol.

Chapter 7 describes the reference implementation on PlanetLab and the in-memory
protocol simulator.

Using these implementations, Chapter 8 confirms the theoretically-predicted properties

through simulations on social network graphs from popular Internet services, and experi-

mentally investigates the protocol's reaction to churn on PlanetLab.
Chapter 9 discusses various extensions to the protocol to adapt Whanau to a variety of

real-world situations.
Chapter 10 concludes the dissertation.
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Chapter 2

Related work

This chapter reviews the history of Distributed Hash Tables (DHTs) and the Sybil attack. It

covers a sample of the most relevant DHT security research; additional references can be

found in Levine, Shields, and Margolin's 2006 survey [75].
Research on structured overlay networks grew out of the popularity of peer-to-peer file

sharing systems in the early 2000s, and grew to encompass many distributed applications.
Shortly after DHTs were invented, the Sybil attack was recognized as an important chal-

lenge, spawning several lines of research exploring possible solutions. In 2005, the popu-
larity of online social network services prompted researchers to examine social networks

as a potential Sybil defense, and the following years brought successive refinements to this

approach. Recent work has built on social networks for recommendations, spam filtering,
data backup, and DHT routing.

2.1 Distributed Hash Tables

Unstructured overlay networks which propagate messages using flooding, such as Usenet

and IRC, were among the earliest Internet protocols. In the early 2000s, the sudden popular-

ity of peer-to-peer file sharing services such as Napster and Gnutella [96] created renewed
research interest in decentralized overlays. This rapidly led to the invention of the first

structured distributed hash tables: Chord, Pastry, Tapestry, and CAN [94, 100, 110, 124].

These DHT designs adopted key partitioning techniques similar to consistent hashing [71]
in order to tolerate node churn, and all offered multi-hop routing using compact tables.

Efficient one-hop DHTs [62,63] followed the next year.

DHT applications. Researchers immediately applied distributed hash tables to a variety

of distributed applications such as file systems (CFS [45], PAST [100], Ivy [89]), Web

caches (Squirrel [67]), databases (PIER [66]), multicast (SCRIBE [37], SplitStream [38]),
mixnets (Tarzan [54]), and reputation engines (EigenTrust [70]). These early applications

were refined by later systems such as WheelFS [111], Coral [53, 55], Pastwatch [120], and

Oasis [56].
In recent years, DHTs have increasingly been adapted and deployed for production

use in industry. For example, Amazon developed the Dynamo DHT [65], and Facebook



developed Cassandra [72], which is also used by Twitter, Digg, Reddit, Rackspace, Cisco
WebEx, and others. Microsoft Windows Vista implemented a DHT-based "Peer Name Res-
olution Protocol" [17,18,24] for rendezvous, and Windows 7 includes a newer "Distributed
Routing Table" protocol [23].

BitTorrent's new "trackerless" distributed file sharing mechanism [78] is a prominent
application of DHTs in a decentralized context. This system is based on the Kademlia DHT
protocol [80] and implemented by the reference client and by the popular Vuze/Azureus
client [14].

DHT security. The earliest DHT publications recognized the need to protect the integrity
and confidentiality of stored records using both standard cryptographic primitives and spe-
cialized techniques such as SFS's self-certifying identifiers [57,81]. Contemporary systems
such as Plutus [69] and SUNDR [77] demonstrated how to store data on untrusted nodes
while guaranteeing confidentiality, integrity, and freshness.

In early 2002, Sit and Morris [105] first catalogued attacks specifically targeted against
DHT routing protocols. At the same time, Douceur's The Sybil Attack [48] pointed out
that an adversary controlling a large number of identities could interfere with a DHT's
correct operation, and first proposed addressing this problem using a central authority for
admission control. Since then, many publications have identified additional attacks and
proposed a wide variety of defenses.

The Vanish system for "disintegrating data" [61] depends on an underlying DHT, either
Vuze [14] or OpenDHT [95]. This system was successfully attacked using a variant of the
Sybil attack [119]; the Vanish authors responded with a set of recommendations for security
applications on DHTs [60].

2.2 Defenses against attacks on DHT overlay routing

Douceur's and Sit and Morris's papers on DHT routing security were published in March
2002. Later the same year, Castro et al. [36] proposed the first secure DHT routing proto-
col, based on two principles: lookup queries would be forwarded using multiple redundant
paths, and a node was only permitted to forward a query to a constrained set of finger IDs.
This protocol was shown to route correctly as long as at least 75% of the nodes were honest;
an attacker controlling more than 25% of the nodes could break the system. Castro et al.
also recognized the possibility of clustering attacks if malicious nodes could choose their
own IDs; for this reason, their protocol (like many later protocols) assumed that the central
certificate authority assigned random identities to nodes.

The large body of subsequent research on DHT security has sought to improve this
result in three directions:

1. By limiting the number of malicious nodes participating in the system.

2. By increasing the fraction of malicious nodes required to break the system's security.

3. By changing the model so that some resource other than identities is required to break
the system's security.



Most work has focused on the first and second categories; this dissertation falls into the

third category.
The Rosebud [97] DHT first applied the techniques of Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT)

to overlay routing. In Rosebud, a subset of nodes forms a BFT cluster to provide a logically-
centralized configuration service responsible for controlling admission and assigning IDs

to nodes.
Singh et al. [103] observed that Castro et al.'s approach limits the DHT's ability to take

advantage of network locality. They proposed an alternative technique which constrains

each node's in-degree and out-degree, preventing a small number of nodes from launching
an Eclipse attack.

Bhattacharjee et al. [32] proposed using threshold signatures to prevent malicious nodes

from sending spurious negative replies. This ensured that lookup queries would always be

able to make progress.
The above secure DHTs could generally defend against a constant fraction of malicious

participating nodes. However, an attacker with sufficiently many identities, or an attacker

who can choose non-random node IDs, could effectively disrupt routing. Therefore, most

work on secure DHTs assumed node IDs would be certified by a central authority. Ryu et

al. [35] proposed using Identity-Based Cryptography to avoid the overhead and complexity
associated with storing and checking identity certificates.

In a join-leave attack, malicious nodes repeatedly join and leave the system, requesting

new random IDs from the central authority and discarding those IDs which are not clus-

tered. Once they have collected enough clustered IDs, the malicious nodes can perform a

denial-of-service attack. Scheideler and Awerbuch [27, 102] developed efficient algorithms

to assign new node IDs and re-shuffle the existing IDs so that the malicious nodes can never

form a cluster.
Other work has examined how admission control can limit the rate at which malicious

nodes enter the overlay. Several systems have proposed using computational puzzles to

defend against attackers with limited CPU resources [30,33,99]. Baden et al. [28] proposed
using the pigeonhole principle to limit identities based on a combination of observable
attributes, such as autonomous system number or operating system.

2.3 Social-network-based defenses against the Sybil attack

In 2005, several systems (Turtle [92], SPROUT [79], and Danezis et al. [47]) indepen-

dently proposed using social network information to fortify peer-to-peer systems against

the Sybil attack. Turtle [92], an unstructured overlay, simply flooded requests over the so-

cial network. SPROUT [79] proposed augmenting a structured DHT's finger tables with

social links; however, since social links have no structure in the DHT's ID space, these

added links could only be used for the first few routing hops. Danezis et al.'s DHT [47]

proposed a "zig-zag routing" technique which alternated routing hops between structured

links and links chosen using the social network. These three publications introduced a new

model for DHT security based on properties of the underlying social network rather than

on the number of Sybil identities; however, the proposed systems did not provide efficient

Sybil-proof routing.



Sybil classification systems. In 2006, the SybilGuard system [122] demonstrated how
to use random walks on a social network to classify nodes as either "probably honest" or
"probably Sybils". For example, this could be used to check that at least one of a set of
storage replicas was likely to be honest. The classification error rate grew with the number
of edges between honest nodes and Sybil nodes, up to OQ(Vi) such edges; the system could
not provide any guarantees beyond that point. To make random walks useful, SybilGuard
introduced a new fast mixing assumption about the social network (see Section 3.2.3). Al-
though SybilGuard was not DHT-specific, it was applicable in peer-to-peer contexts, since
it did not require a centralized server to store a map of the social network.

The subsequent SybilLimit system [121] improved SybilGuard's design by using many
short random walks instead of a few long random walks. Unlike SybilGuard, SybilLimit
can tolerate up to Or(n/ log n) edges between honest and Sybil nodes, close to the theo-
retical limit, and misclassifies at most O(log n) Sybil nodes per such edge. Recently, the
Gatekeeper system [113] improved on SybilLimit's performance by admitting only 0(1)
Sybil nodes when the number of attack edges is 0(1). SybilLimit and Gatekeeper admit
fewer Sybils and withstand much stronger attacks than SybilGuard could tolerate.

SybilLimit inspired the SybilInfer algorithm [46], which uses Bayesian inference to es-
timate the likelihood that any node is a Sybil. Unlike SybilLimit, SybilInfer stores the entire
social graph on a single machine, which performs a heavyweight Monte Carlo simulation
of many short random walks in order to discover the graph's sparse cut and assign a Sybil
probability to each node. Consequently, SybilInfer is inappropriate for large-scale peer-
to-peer systems, but could be used for centralized recommendation engines or small-scale
peer-to-peer networks.

Recommendation and filtering engines. Recommendation engines are closely related
to Sybil classifiers: in both cases, the goal is to ignore inputs from dishonest participants.
Reputation and recommendation engines have a long history of using an underlying trust
network to improve rankings, from PageRank [90] to EigenTrust [70]. Cheng and Fried-
man [39] were the first to explicitly analyze the Sybil effect on reputation engines.

Nguyen et al. [114] developed SumUp, a recommendation engine which aggregates
users' ratings using the social graph; the Sybils' influence is proportional to the size of the
sparse cut between the honest and Sybil users. Yu et al. [123] gave an improved algorithm,
DSybil, which yields provably optimal results under a set of plausible assumptions.

The Ostra email system [84] uses a social network to limit the number of messages that
any user can send to another. Thus, a sparse cut bounds the amount of junk mail that any
spammer can successfully send.

2.4 Applying social-network-based Sybil defenses to DHTs
Although SybilGuard and SybilLimit were intended to be generally applicable to all peer-
to-peer systems, they are unfortunately not a good match for DHTs. In SybilLimit, each
certification uses O(i7) bandwidth. Furthermore, in the worst case, a node must attempt
to certify at least O(n) candidates before being guaranteed to find any honest nodes at
all. Thus, in order to build correct routing tables by straightforwardly applying SybilLimit,



each node must spend 0(n/fn) bandwidth - far more than the 0(log n) bandwidth for a
log n-hop DHT or the 0(v5_) bandwidth for a one-hop DHT, and even more than the 0(n)
bandwidth needed to fully replicate the entire DHT's contents to every node (assuming each
node stores 0(1) keys). DHT-specific Sybil defenses are required for an efficient design.

This dissertation's Whanau protocol was inspired by SybilLimit and aims to fill this
gap. Whanau uses the same fast-mixing social network model as SybilLimit, and borrows
its technique of using short random walks to sample the social network. However, except
for the random walk subroutine, the Whanau protocol has no other similarities with the
SybilLimit protocol: Whanau is optimized for providing fast DHT lookup routing, and
does not even attempt to classify nodes as honest or Sybils.

Contributions in context. A 2008 workshop paper [73] introduced the idea of construct-
ing Sybil-proof DHT routing tables using random walks on a fast-mixing social network. It
presented two DHTs: an unstructured DHT (described in Chapter 4), and a structured DHT
(a precursor to Whanau) with finger and key tables constructed using novel sampling pro-
cedures. It recognized the problem of clustering attacks and offered a distributed balancing
algorithm based on cuckoo hashing [91], similar to Scheideler and Awerbuch's centralized
solution [27]. However, this approach turned out to be difficult to prove correct.

The Whanau protocol, published in 2010 [74], introduced layered identifiers to combat
clustering attacks. With this new technique, Whanau's LOOKUP algorithm provably uses
0(1) messages to find the value associated with a key. This dissertation expands on the
earlier publications, and explains how to apply Whanau in many scenarios of practical
interest (Chapters 3 and 9).

2.5 Analysis and criticism of social-network Sybil defenses

As systems using random walks on social networks have continued to proliferate, a few
researchers have recently started to reexamine the underlying model and its assumptions.

Viswanath et al. [115] have analyzed a variety of social-network-based Sybil defenses,
and argue that all of the protocols essentially measure whether a node is the same commu-
nity as a "root node". They conclude that previous sophisticated techniques for detecting
community structure in social networks should be incorporated into Sybil defenses. They
also raise concerns that an adversary could target his attack by choosing to form links
within the root node's immediate community.

Whanau uses random walks not because they are the most accurate way to detect com-
munity structure, but because they are easily implemented as a distributed protocol. More-
over, Whanau's goal is not to distinguish honest nodes from Sybil nodes, but to efficiently
route DHT lookups; in this context, randomly sampled nodes are actually more useful than
a sophisticated community detector would be. Clustered attack edges are certainly a con-
cern for Whanau, but the problem is mitigated since every node is its own "root" in the
social network. Consequently, only a small fraction of nodes can be affected by clustered
attack edges (see Section 6.1.1).

Mohaisen, Yun, and Kim [87] have studied the mixing time of various social network
datasets, and conclude that the time to full mixing is longer than previously thought. The



underlying reason is that a small number of nodes are very poorly connected to the main
community, and are unable to reach most other nodes. Since these obscure nodes would
themselves be unlikely to be reached by random walks from core nodes, they are largely
invisible to Whanau; this would only pose a problem if they constituted a large fraction
of the social network. Mohaisen et al.'s analysis does suggest that maximum mixing time
is not a very good measure of a social graph's mixing properties for the purpose of this
class of protocols. For this reason, Section 8.1 presents fine-grained data on the mixing
properties of the social network datasets used in the simulations.

Mohaisen, Hopper, and Kim [86] advocated that, since trust is not binary, the model
should be refined to account for varying trust weights on social connections. They offer
several modulated random walks which protocols (including Whanau) could use to incor-
porate these weights.



Chapter 3

Assumptions and goals

This chapter describes assumptions we will make about the client applications using the
DHT; about the communications network used by the DHT; about the social network un-
derpinning the DHT's security; and about the adversary model. In short, the Whanau DHT's
design assumes that:

* The application supports integrity for key-value records.

" The social network is highly connected.

" The adversary cannot prevent honest nodes from communicating directly.

We then define what it means for a DHT to be "Sybil-proof" under these assumptions.
We will also set out ambitious performance and efficiency goals, and show that it is

straightforward to provide either performance without security or security without perfor-
mance. It is the combination of performance requirements and security requirements that
makes the problem complex.

3.1 DHT-to-application interface

The prototypical application programming interface for a distributed hash table includes
methods to join and leave the overlay, to insert, update, and delete key-value records, and

Standard DHT API
JOIN(bootstrap- address)
LEAVE(-)
INSERT(key, value)
UPDATE(key, value)
DELETE(key)
LOOKUP(key) ^-* value

Core Whinau API

SETUP({neighborl,. . . , neighborj,
{(key,, valuei),..., (keyk, valUek)})

LOOKUP(key) ~9 value

Table 3.1: Standard DHT application programming interface compared with Whanau's
application programming interface.
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Figure 3-1: Overview of Whanau. SETUP builds structured routing tables which LOOKUP
uses to route queries to keys.

to look up a key. (Table 3.1.) In contrast, the core Whanau DHT reduces this interface to
two procedures, illustrated in Figure 3-1:

" SETUP(-) is used both to build routing tables and to insert keys. Each node must
periodically call SETUP with its local parameters, i.e., the contact information of the
node's d social neighbors, and the k key-value records to store into the DHT. SETUP
initiates a distributed protocol which cooperatively transforms these local parameters
into a set of routing table structures stored at each node.

" LOOKUP(key) uses the routing tables built by SETUP to find and return the target
value.

When an application running on a node u needs to insert a record into the DHT, it appends
the records to a local put queue:

u.INSERT(key, value)

1 u.putqueue <- u.putqueue U { (key, value)}

Similarly, when a social connection is established with another node, it is appended to the
neighbors list:

u.JOIN (address, public-key)

1 u.neighbors <- u.neighbors U {(address, public-key)}

These local modifications to u.putqueue and u.neighbors are incorporated into the dis-
tributed routing tables when the next SETUP round runs. One drawback of this interface is
that new keys are not immediately visible to other DHT clients; the reason for this delay
is that the nodes must re-partition the key space to account for any newly introduced key
clusters. Section 9.7.2 discusses techniques to mitigate this problem.

Although the effect of INSERT is delayed, Section 9.7.1 explains how to extend Whinau
with an UPDATE protocol which dynamically mutates the value associated with an existing
key. Many DHT applications, such as rendezvous, routing, and filesystems, update values
more frequently than inserting new keys, and can be adapted to use Whanau.



Whanau has no methods corresponding directly to DELETE or LEAVE: nodes may
delete keys simply by not including them in the next round of SETUP, and they may leave
the DHT by opting not to participate at all.

In order to start each SETUP round at approximately the same time, all nodes must
have loosely synchronized clocks. The SETUP protocol proceeds in lock-step. Since all
messages from the previous step must be processed before starting the next step, the maxi-
mum tolerable clock skew is the fixed step time (which could be, e.g., 1 second to 1 hour,
depending on application requirements) minus one network time-of-flight. Thus, the total
SETUP execution time increases with clock skew.

The specifics of SETUP's parameters depend on the application's needs. The neighbor
contact information must be sufficient to send and receive authenticated messages over the
underlying network. Typically, this might be an IP address and a public key or shared secret
for each neighbor. Alternatively, Whanau could send messages over a dedicated, physically
secured network, over a telephone connection, over a social website such as Facebook [4],
or over a combination of these mediums.

The core Whanau DHT protocol treats keys and values as opaque data blobs, and repli-
cates them over many nodes. To limit the load on individual nodes, all key-value pairs
should be small and approximately the same size. Section 9.6 describes how to extend
Whanau with an additional layer of indirection to support large, variable-sized data blocks.

3.1.1 Example application: rendezvous service

As a simple but illustrative scenario, consider a telephony (VOIP) or instant messaging (IM)
application which uses a DHT as a rendezvous service. Suppose that each user is identified
by a public key, and publishes a single, self-signed key-value record (public key, current IP
address) into the DHT. When a user moves to a new location, the application updates this
record with its new IP address. To initiate a phone call or to send an IM to a user, a client
looks up the user's public key in the DHT, verifies the returned tuple's signature, and then
opens a connection to the returned IP address.

Storing IP addresses into the DHT uses it as an indirection layer [109]. An alternative
approach, discussed in Section 9.4, would use Whanau as a routing layer, tunneling mes-
sages over the persistent channels between social neighbors. Whether to use the DHT for
indirection or routing depends on application requirements: indirection has lower overhead,
but routing can tunnel messages through NATs and firewalls, and even works in scenarios
where there is no underlying IP network, but only direct social connections. Both tech-
niques can be employed side-by-side in a single Whanau DHT.

In the peer-to-peer infrastructure model, every user runs a node to contribute to the
DHT. This node need not be continuously available when the user is offline, as long as a
large number of other honest nodes are available to serve DHT requests at any given time.

This rendezvous application, although trivial, has a number of features which make it a
useful and interesting example for Whanau:

* It is simple, with little additional machinery.

* It demonstrates the common pattern of using a DHT for routing messages to nodes
instead of storing data blocks.



" It is broadly applicable in many contexts where users or machines must locate each
other, such as telephony, IM, videoconferencing, games, and file sharing.

" It is relevant: DHTs are currently used in systems such as P2PSIP, WebEx, and
BitTorrent [72,78, 104], and Sybil attacks are recognized as a problem.

* It is open to anyone on the Internet.

* It is not inherently centralized, and adding a central authority might introduce un-
desirable performance and trust bottlenecks.

" It requires large scale to support millions of users.

* It demands fast lookups to minimize connection setup latency.

* It updates records frequently (Section 9.7.1), but only inserts new keys when users
join the system for the first time.

* It stores one key per node, which turns out to be the most challenging case for Wha-
nau to handle efficiently (Section 9.3).

Most realistic applications will layer substantial additional functionality on top of the
DHT infrastructure. For instance, a practical telephony/IM application would need a PKI to
map human-readable names to public keys, timestamps to ensure the freshness of returned
address records, privacy controls for location information and buddy lists, and so on. While
these features are generally outside the scope of this dissertation, they must be carefully
implemented to avoid introducing performance or availability bottlenecks. Whanau is de-
signed to support this aim.

3.1.2 Division of labor: integrity versus availability

Malicious nodes can always join the DHT normally and attempt to insert arbitrary key-
value records, including a different value for a key already in the DHT. Thus, a secure
DHT must support some mechanism to protect the integrity of records inserted by honest
clients. There are a variety of standard techniques [110]:

" Digital signatures: before inserting the pair (key, value) into the DHT, a client signs
the pair and appends the signature to the value. This requires that when clients per-
form lookups, they know (via, e.g., a PKI) which public key to check the signature
against.

" Self-certifying keys: before inserting the pair (PK, value) into the DHT, a client
signs the pair using the public key PK and appends the signature to the value. Such
a self-signed record is straightforward to check, but the DHT routing key must be a
cryptographic public key (or a cryptographic hash of a public key).

* Content-hash keys: a client stores a data block B by inserting the pair (-(B), B)
into the DHT, where R is a cryptographic hash function (e.g., SHA-256 [22]). Any
node can easily hash the value B and check its computed -(B) against the key.
However, records using this technique are not mutable.



Because different techniques may be appropriate for different applications, the Wha-
nau protocol is designed to be compatible with a range of integrity mechanisms. Thus,
Whinau is responsible for providing availability, and the application is responsible
for checking integrity. Specifically, Whanau guarantees that looking up a key will find
all values inserted by honest nodes for the specified key, but may also return some bogus
values inserted by malicious nodes. The application should be able to filter the returned set
to retain only authentic values.

As an optimization, if the application provides the DHT with an efficient black-box
function to check the authenticity of a record, Whanau nodes can avoid storing and trans-
mitting any bogus values in the first place. In this case, lookup requests will only return
authentic values.

This division of labor enables applications to use integrity techniques outside the stan-
dard set, or to extend the standard techniques. For instance:

" An application may wish to guarantee freshness by adding serial numbers or times-
tamps to signed records.

" The DHT might be used as a cache of results that are difficult to compute but easy to
check.

" In the example rendezvous application, the IP addresses need not even be signed
- the client could simply attempt to initiate a secure (e.g., TLS [21]) session with
every returned IP address, and reject any counterparty which cannot interactively
authenticate itself.

While most DHT applications support some form of integrity, there are a few excep-
tions, such as file sharing and search. A file stored under the key "Nosferatu" may appear
to be a well-formed video stream, but a downloading client cannot automatically check
whether it is the authentic 1922 film or an advertisement uploaded by a spammer. In this
situation, Whanau can guarantee that the authentic film will be amongst the results (if it has
been uploaded by an honest node), but the user may be forced to manually filter out any
chaff. 1

3.2 Social network model

Whanau depends on having access to an external social network, an undirected graph
of connections between Whanau's users. Whanau's design is independent of the source
of these connections: they might derive from personal or business relationships, or they
might correspond to something more abstract, such as ISP peering agreements. Each user
operates a Whanau node, and must provide this software with initial contact addresses for
her social neighbors' nodes; the nodes then establish and maintain persistent, authenticated
communication channels with their neighbors. We do not assume a central trusted node
storing a map of the entire social network - each node only needs to know its neighbors.

'Various reputation systems (e.g., [26]) can be used to amortize this work over many users, but it still
must be done manually if no automatic spam filter is available.



Like previous work [46,84, 113, 114,121-123], the Whanau DHT relies on an under-
lying network with certain useful properties: it should be fast mixing, and should have a
sparse cut between the honest region and the Sybil region. Whether real social networks
have these properties is an active subject of research [83, 87, 115, 121], but there are good
reasons (outlined in Section 3.2.4) to be optimistic that they will.

3.2.1 Social connections: physical rendezvous, social network services

As noted above, Whanau nodes can use social connections from any source (or combi-
nation of sources), as long as nodes can communicate with their social neighbors, and as
long as the resulting social network has the properties described in the following sections.
For example, face-to-face meetings and online social network services are both potential
sources of social connections for Whanau.

Face-to-face meetings. Physical rendezvous between DHT nodes creates social connec-
tions based on direct human-to-human interactions. Suppose that two friends meet in a
coffeeshop and agree to stay in touch. They can pull out their mobile phones (which are
Whanau nodes) and instruct them to rendezvous and form a permanent connection with
each other. The phones exchange public keys and contact information over the local con-
nection, and each creates an entry for the other in its local address book (which is Whanau's
social neighbor list).

After the friends part, their phones continue to maintain contact with each other over
the Internet. Each time they run the Whanau SETUP procedure, the nodes use the social
neighbor lists they have collected in this way.

In order to maintain a long-term persistent connection, the nodes must update each
other whenever their current IP addresses change. This technique works well when only
one node's address changes at a time, but if both nodes go offline and then return with
new IP addresses, they may not be able to contact each other. However, using a technique
similar to UIA [52], the nodes can use the DHT itself to rendezvous (Section 3.1.1): as long
as some neighbors are reachable when they come online, the nodes can re-establish a direct
connection by looking each other's IP addresses up in the DHT.

Online social network sites. Of course, physical rendezvous may be inconvenient in
some cases. Existing social network services such as Facebook, MySpace, LinkedIn, Orkut,
Flickr, and Twitter [4-6, 8,9, 13], and implicit social networks such as email and mobile
phone address books, are therefore a natural source for bootstrapping Whanau nodes' social
connections. The main requirement is that the service permits a user's Whinau instance to
send authenticated messages to her friends' Whanau instances. This capability can be used
either to broadcast the node's current contact information, or to send Whanau protocol
messages directly over the social network site.

For example, a Whanau implementation could use Facebook in a primitive way by
periodically posting the node's current IP address and public key hash to the user's Wall,
and using the Facebook API to probe the user's friends for similar posts. The node could



Figure 3-2: The social network. A sparse cut (the dashed attack edges) separates the honest
nodes from the Sybil nodes. The Sybil region's size is not well-defined, since the adversary
can create new pseudonyms at will.

then use this contact information to establish secure TCP connections with the friends'
Whanau nodes, and send Whanau routing traffic over these direct connections.

A more sophisticated approach would use the Facebook LiveMessage API [1] to send
messages between Whanau instances using the Facebook service as a transport. This could
be used, as before, to bootstrap secure TCP connections over the public Internet; alterna-
tively, all Whanau messages could be tunneled over Facebook in this way, at some cost in
efficiency.

It is generally desirable either to cut external social network services out of the loop as
quickly as possible, or to bootstrap social connections using multiple sources. Otherwise,
the social network service provider itself becomes a trust bottleneck.

3.2.2 First assumption: the sparse cut

An adversary can infiltrate the social network by creating many Sybil nodes (phoney iden-
tities which behave in a Byzantine manner) and gaining the trust of honest people. We'll
assume that the Whinau protocol cannot directly distinguish Sybil identities from genuine
ones - if it could, it would be trivial to eject Sybils from the system!

In the analysis, we conceptually divide the social network into two parts: an honest
region containing all honest nodes, and a Sybil region containing all Sybil identities. (Fig-
ure 3-2.) An attack edge is a connection between a Sybil node and an honest node. An
honest edge is a connection between two honest nodes [122]. An "honest" node whose
software's integrity has been compromised by the adversary is considered a Sybil node.

The key assumption is that the number of attack edges, g, is small relative to the number
of honest nodes, n. As pointed out by earlier work, this sparse cut assumption can be
justified by observing that, unlike creating a Sybil identity, creating an attack edge requires
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the adversary to expend social-engineering effort: the adversary must convince an honest
person to create a social link to one of its Sybil identities.

Returning to the physical-rendezvous scenario outlined in Section 3.2.1, in order to
create a million attack edges, an attacker would need to send agents to meet a million
honest users in person and persuade each of them to form a persistent social connection
with the agent. This social attack requires many more resources than stealing IP addresses
or solving computational puzzles requires.

The Whanau protocol's correctness depends on the sparse cut assumption, but its per-
formance does not depend at all on the number of Sybils. In fact, the protocol is totally
oblivious to the structure of the Sybil region. Consequently, the classic Sybil attack, of
creating many fake identities to swamp the honest identities, is ineffective against Whanau.

3.2.3 Second assumption: a fast-mixing social network

Since we're relying on the existence of a sparse cut to isolate the Sybil region from the
honest region, we must also assume that there is no sparse cut dividing the honest region in
two. This is equivalent to the assumption that the honest region is an expander graph.

Expander graphs are fast mixing, which means that a short random walk starting from
any node will quickly approach the stationary distribution [42]. Roughly speaking, the
ending node of a random walk will be a random node in the network, with a probability
distribution proportional to the node's degree.

The mixing time w of the graph is the number of steps a random walk must take to
reach this smooth distribution.

Definition (mixing time). Let P be the probability distribution of an i-step random walk
starting at u, and let 7 be its stationary distribution. We use the standard textbook definitions
for Pu and 7r:

1 (v)e-1)f lim P (v) = deg v

V/vdeg v' u +oo m

The mixing time of the network is the smallest w such that for all node pairs (u, v):

1 3
2 2

In other words, the distribution of a random walk with at least w steps is approximately the
stationary distribution.

Definition (fast mixing). The social network is said to be fast mixing if w = O(log n).

Section 8.1.2 shows that graphs extracted from some real social networks closely ap-
proximate this fast-mixing model. Note that it is only the honest region that we expect to
be fast mixing; the Sybil region's structure is chosen by the adversary!



3.2.4 Why is this a reasonable model?

Mixing time is a measurement of a graph's connectivity. Despite a wide variety of data
sources with different characteristics [2,49, 83], and some disagreement over appropriate
definitions [87], it is generally agreed that natural social graphs are highly connected. Chap-
ter 8 confirms that several real social graph datasets have good mixing properties and that
Whanau can perform well using them.

On the other hand, the reasonableness of assuming a sparse cut separating honest nodes
from Sybil nodes cannot be experimentally established at this time: after all, malicious par-
ties do not currently have a strong incentive to create attack edges. Preliminary measure-
ments of social network imposters and spam [12,59, 118] suggest that current percentages
of fake and compromised accounts, while a cause for concern, are insufficient to mount a
Sybil attack against Whanau. However, widely-deployed, valuable infrastructure services
based on social network Sybil defenses would change the present dynamic, and the out-
come will depend primarily on the users' behavior. If honest users are sent friend requests
by spammers, will they accept them unconditionally, or will they exercise discretion?

The software's user interface for adding social links will likely have an effect on user
behavior. For example, simply reminding users that creating links to malicious users can
affect their software's performance may prompt some to evaluate friend requests more
carefully. More subtly, separating social connections into trust categories (e.g., "I met this
person face-to-face" vs "I met this person online") would permit users to reciprocate friend
links while enabling the software to treat some links as more trusted than others [86].
Since Whanau only uses reciprocated links (which constitute the majority of links [82]),
unidirectional links created by spammers have no effect.

Growth in social network spam would also spur greater technical efforts to suppress
it, and may also lead to stronger social defense mechanisms. For example, in some circles
today, if a user reciprocates a friend connection to an obvious spammer, the user's real
friends will notice and notify her of her mistake. This kind of mutual reality check may
become more widespread and sophisticated if social spamming becomes more common.

Currently, Facebook spammers prefer compromising real accounts over creating fake
accounts and convincing users to reciprocate friend links [59]. While this would only deny
service to non-compromised Whanau users if many other users were compromised, this
attack vector will always remain a concern. Few large-scale distributed systems can tolerate
the compromise of a majority of their nodes.

Experience with phishing scams suggests that, despite countermeasures, some people
are likely to reciprocate large numbers of bogus friend requests. However, such an undis-
criminating user can only increase the number of attack edges g by the number of connec-
tions he has to other honest users, because his node itself can be cut out of the honest region.
Thus, a few indiscriminate individuals cannot greatly influence the outcome: in order for
Whanau's availability to be compromised, a large fraction of users must create social links
to Sybils.

To summarize, the Whanau model relies upon a fast mixing social network with a sparse
cut between the honest region and the Sybil region. Measurements of existing social net-
works show that they have good mixing properties. Current social networks contain few
attack edges; however, the continued existence of a sparse cut depends on future user be-



havior. With a combination of social and technical defense mechanisms, we can be opti-
mistic that most users will be able to make good decisions and the social network's quality
will remain high.

3.3 Sampling the social network using random walks

The fast-mixing and sparse-cut assumptions introduced in the previous section enable ran-
dom walks to be used as a powerful building block for distributed protocols [84, 113, 121,
122]. An honest node can send out a w-step walk to sample a random node from the social
network. If it sends out a large number of such walks, and the social network is fast mixing
and has a sparse cut separating the honest nodes and Sybil nodes, then the resulting set will
contain a large fraction of random honest nodes and a small number of Sybil nodes [121].

This random walk sampling technique is, in fact, the only way in which the Whanau
protocol uses the social network. Because the initiating node cannot tell which individual
samples are good and which are bad, Whanau treats all sampled nodes equally, relying only
on the fact that a large fraction will be good nodes.

Because Whanau has such a narrow interface to the social network, it is possible to
imagine using another source of trust instead. For example, sampling randomly from a
master list published by a trusted authority (such as the phone book) could also plausibly
satisfy the property that most of the returned samples will be honest. One of Whanau's
strengths is that it can use any such sampling technique, or a combination - combining
the samples returned by multiple different techniques might incur some additional over-
head, but would be secure as long as one of the techniques is secure. This means that this
dissertation's social-network-based techniques are compatible with and complementary to
other approaches using IP addresses, puzzles, or central authorities.

3.3.1 Winners and losers

One weakness of the random-walk sampling technique is that some honest nodes may be
situated near a concentration of attack edges in the social network. These nodes, which we
will call loser nodes, have been lax about ensuring that their social connections are to real
people, and their view of the social graph does not contain as much useful trust information.

Random walks starting from loser nodes are more likely to escape into the Sybil region.
As a consequence, loser nodes must do more work per lookup than winner nodes, since the
adversary can force them to waste resources querying bad nodes before they find a good
node to query.

Luckily, only a small fraction E of honest nodes can be losers, because a higher concen-
tration of attack edges in one part of the network means a lower concentration elsewhere
(for a given total number of attack edges). Most honest nodes will be winner nodes. Sec-
tion 6.1.3 will treat losers and winners in more detail.



3.3.2 Balancing load using virtual nodes

In the stationary distribution, proportionally more random walks will land on high-degree
nodes than on low-degree nodes. To handle high-degree nodes well, each Whanau partici-
pant creates one virtual node [110] per adjacent social network edge. Thus, good random
samples are distributed uniformly over the virtual nodes. All virtual nodes contribute equal
resources to the DHT, and obtain equal levels of service (i.e., keys stored/queried).

As a matter of policy and fairness, this dissertation argues that both workload and trust
should be allocated according to each person's level of participation in the social network.
In other words, highly connected nodes should do more work than casual participants.
Whanau's use of virtual nodes fulfils this policy goal by allocating table size and bandwidth
consumption proportionally to each social node's degree. While it is possible to adapt Wha-
nau to different policies, this dissertation assumes that the goal is a proportional policy.

3.4 Communications network model and adversary model

Like other DHTs, Whanau is an overlay network which constructs its peer-to-peer links
over an underlying communications network. The Internet is the most obvious context,
but cellular or ad-hoc networks (especially mobile ad-hoc networks and vehicular ad-hoc
networks) are also natural settings. In some cases, it may even make sense to tunnel routing
messages over a social network Web site like Facebook - for example, when a friend's IP
address is unavailable.

To work well with the Whanau DHT, the underlying network should have the following
properties:

" The message delivery delay between social neighbors is less than the SETUP step
time.

* Messages between social neighbors are authenticated and cannot be forged.

" A malicious attacker cannot prevent social neighbors from communicating directly.

" Random, non-malicious connection failures and dropped messages may occur, as
long as a substantial fraction of honest connections are up at any time.

" Random, non-malicious node failures and churn may occur, as long as a substantial
fraction of honest nodes are up at any time.

The Internet generally satisfies these properties, as long as social neighbors know each
other's cryptographic public keys. Care must be taken to avoid connection-sniping denial-
of-service attacks against the transport layer [68,93]. Packet flooding [19], which works by
consuming a peer's entire bandwidth allocation, remains a concern in Whanau. However,
Whanau's high level of redundancy mitigates this problem.

In this dissertation, we will assume that all malicious nodes are controlled by a single
adversary. (While separate denial-of-service attacks by multiple adversaries are possible,
this is weaker than an attack in which the adversaries cooperate with each other.) This
adversary can observe messages between immediate social neighbors, but cannot block or



n arbitrary n > 1 number of honest nodes
m 0(n) number of honest edges
w O(log n) mixing time of honest region
k arbitrary k > 1/m keys stored per (virtual) node

g O(n/w) number of attack edges
C O(gw/n) fraction of loser nodes

Table 3.2: Summary of social network parameters used in the analysis.

delay them. However, the adversary can try to disrupt the DHT's operation by creating
many Sybil identities which spread misinformation. These Sybil nodes may deviate from
the DHT protocol in Byzantine ways: they may send arbitrary routing messages at any time
and may make up arbitrary responses to queries from honest nodes.

3.5 The main security property

Informally, when we say that Whanau is "Sybil-proof", we mean that LOOKUP has a high
probability of returning the correct value, despite arbitrary attacks during both the SETUP
and LOOKUP phases. Using the social network parameters introduced thus far (summarized
in Table 3.2), we can make this main security property more precise:

Definition (Security goal). A DHT protocol is (g, c, p)-Sybil-proof if, against a Byzantine
adversary controlling up to g attack edges, the protocol's LOOKUP procedure succeeds with
probability at least p on any honest key, for at least (1 - e)n of the honest nodes.

Given a (g, c, j)-Sybil-proof protocol, it is always possible to amplify the probability of
success p exponentially close to 1 by, for example, running multiple independent instances
of the protocol in parallel. 2 Using this approach, running 3 log 2 n instances would reduce
the failure probability to less than 1/n3 , essentially guaranteeing that all lookups will suc-
ceed with high probability (since there are only n2 possible source-target node pairs).

The parameter c represents the fraction of loser nodes, which is a function of the distri-
bution of attack edges in the network. If the g attack edges are distributed uniformly, then c
may be zero; if the attack edges are clustered, then a small fraction of nodes may be losers.

Chapter 6 will use the parameters in Table 3.2 to analyze the Whanau protocol, but we
will not assume that all of these parameters are known by the honest participants. Whanau
nodes need order-of-magnitude estimates of m, w, and k to choose appropriate table sizes
and walk lengths. They do not need to know g or c.

Proving that a protocol is Sybil-proof doesn't imply that it cannot be broken. For exam-
ple, the Whanau DHT is Sybil-proof, but could be broken by social engineering attacks that
invalidate the assumption that there is a sparse cut between the honest and Sybil regions.
Alternatively, a DHT protocol might be broken by using cryptographic attacks or attacks on

2For the Whanau DHT, it turns out to be more efficient to increase the routing table size instead of running
multiple parallel instances.

Typical magnitude Description



the underlying network infrastructure. These attacks are all concerns to be taken seriously,

but they are not Sybil attacks, since they do not involve creating Sybil identities [48]. This

dissertation focuses on techniques to protect against Sybil attacks; these new techniques

should be combined with existing techniques to protect against other classes of attacks.

3.6 Performance

Simply flooding LOOKUP queries over all links of the social network is arbitrarily Sybil-
proof, but not efficient [47,92]. Malicious nodes might refuse to forward queries, or they

might reply with bogus values. However, if there exists any path of honest nodes between

the source node and the node storing the target key, then the adversary cannot prevent each

of these nodes from forwarding the query to the next. Thus, the query will always reach the

target node, which will reply with the correct value. Unfortunately, in this trivial protocol,
most of the honest nodes must be contacted for every lookup, doing 0(n) work each time.

On the other hand, existing one-hop DHTs are very efficient - requiring only 0(1)
messages for lookups and O(fnj) work to set up routing tables3- but not secure against

Sybil attacks. The following chapters will develop a new structured DHT which combines

this optimal efficiency with provable security.

31f n = 5 x 108, the approximate number of Internet hosts in 2010, then a per-node table of v/'n entries

may be much more feasible for bandwidth- and storage-constrained devices than a table that scales linearly

with n.
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Chapter 4

An unstructured DHT protocol

In the previous chapter, we learned that taking a random walk on a fast-mixing social net-

work is a powerful technique, enabling us to sample random nodes that are probably honest.

This chapter illustrates how this building block can be used to build a simple, unstructured

DHT protocol which is Sybil-proof and which performs better than flooding, but not as

well as a structured protocol. The following chapters, which do not depend on this chapter,
will develop the highly efficient, but more complex, Whanau protocol.

4.1 Theseus's algorithm

Our goal is to find a specific key stored in the social network and return the associated

value, akin to the mythical Theseus's goal of finding the Minotaur imprisoned in King

Minos's labyrinth and returning with its head. (Figure 4-1.) Lacking a map or signposts
(i.e., routing tables), Theseus wanders the labyrinth randomly until he runs out of Ariadne's

thread, which he has used to mark his path. He then follows the thread back to the entrance

and tries again until he finds the Minotaur.

Theseus's random-walk algorithm has similar characteristics to the bounded-flooding
query protocols used by unstructured peer-to-peer overlays like Gnutella and Turtle [92,96].
We can express Theseus's algorithm in pseudocode as follows:

Figure 4-1: Theseus searching the labyrinth for the Minotaur.



u.LOOKUP(key; w)

1 repeat v <- u.RANDOM-WALK(W)
2 value <- v.QUERY(key)

3 until found authentic value

u.RANDOM-WALK (w)
1 if w > 0
2 then v <- RANDOM-CHOICE (u.neighbors)
3 return v.RANDOM-WALK(W - 1)
4 else return u

v.QUERY (key)

1 if exists (key, value) E v.putqueue
2 then return value
3 else error "not found"

> Send a RANDOM-WALK RPC to u
> Send a QUERY RPC to v

Pick a random social connection
Send recursive RPC
Return address offinal node

> Table lookup of locally-inserted keys

Theseus's algorithm illustrates how random walks address the brute-force Sybil attack
described in Chapter 1. 1 Given that a sparse cut separates the honest region from the Sybil
region (Section 3.3), most random walks will stay within the honest region, and thus will
sample random honest nodes. Hence, within 0(m log m) trials, the algorithm will have
visited every single honest node (cf the Coupon Collector's Problem [85]). 2 Regardless of
the adversary's actions, the target key will be found if it is stored in some honest node's
put-queue. The expected time before finding the target key is 0(m).

4.2 Introducing caches to reduce lookup cost
Theseus's lookup algorithm above repeatedly visits many of the same nodes every time it
executes. If we introduce mutable state at each node, Theseus can cache visited keys from
one run to another, avoiding some of that repeated work. Then, each node would do at most
0(m) random walks in total, instead of 0(m) random walks per lookup.

Moreover, when querying a random node's put-queue, it costs nothing extra to also
check whether the target key is in the remote node's cache table:

v.QUERY(key)

1 if exists (key, value) E v.putqueue
2 then return value
3 elseif exists (ey v.alue) E r.cache
4 then return value
5 else error "not found"

1By maintaining no routing table state at all, Theseus's algorithm sidesteps the Eclipse and clustering
attacks entirely.

2The time to visit all nodes is expressed in terms of m (the number of honest edges) instead of n (the
number of honest nodes) because low-degree nodes are visited less frequently than high-degree nodes.



Used in this way, caches multiply the effective work done by each query message; e.g.,
if the average cache is the same size as the average put-queue, lookups will require half

as many queries to find a key. Given this, it makes sense to pre-fill the caches during the
SETUP phase, like this:

u.SETUP({ neighbori, . .. , neighborj), {(key 1 , value 1),..., (keyk, valuek)}, w, r)

1 u.neighbors +- {neighbori, . . . , neighbord}
2 u.putqueue <- {(key 1 , value1), .. ., (keyk, valuek)}

3 u.cache <- u.SAMPLE-RECORDS(w, r)

4 return u.neighbors, u.putqueue, u.cache

u.SAMPLE-RECORDS (w, r)

1 for i <- 1 to r
2 do vi <- u.RANDOM-WALK(w)
3 (keyi, valuej) <- vi.SAMPLE-RECORD()

4 return {(key 1 , value1 ), .., (key,, valuer)}

V.SAMPLE-RECORD 0
1 (key, value) +- RANDOM-CHOICE(v.putqueue)
2 return (key, value)

The above pseudocode fills each node's cache by sending out r independent length-w

random walks to sample r nodes, and querying each node for a random key-value record.
Some of the samples may be Sybil nodes which return bogus values, but a large number (at
least Q(r)) will be good.

Theorem. If SETUP gets, on average, r' good samples per virtual node, then caching

LOOKUP is expected to query approximately k, good nodes before completing.

Corollary. If the honest region and Sybil region are separated by a sparse cut, then caching
LOOKUP completes in 0 (k,) time.

Proof If r' < k, then the cache is not relevant: the expected number of queries before
finding the key in a node's put-queue is less than m < kr.

If, on the other hand, r' > k, then 9 < m. Therefore, the first km good queries will

rarely hit a previously-queried virtual node. Each such query is equivalent to sampling r'

random keys with replacement. We need to sample an expected km keys before finding the

target key. Thus, the expected number of good queries needed is k.E

The cache size for this unstructured protocol is a trade-off between storage and lookup

latency/bandwidth. For example, if r = ( kin), then lookups will require O (vkin)
messages on average. The lookup latency can be reduced substantially by broadcasting

these messages in parallel. Unfortunately, this does not improve the bandwidth and CPU
consumption, which will ultimately become the DHT's limiting factor.



The unstructured caching protocol is simple to understand and is evidently Sybil-proof.
By adding additional state to nodes, it improves lookup performance over Theseus's algo-
rithm or previous unstructured overlay protocols that work by flooding query messages over
the network [92,96]. However, its efficiency is not as good as one might hope: existing, in-
secure one-hop structured DHTs with similar table sizes would find a target key using only
0(1) messages. The following chapters will show how to bridge this gap between efficient-
but-insecure and secure-but-inefficient. By adding structure, we can improve performance,
resulting in a DHT protocol which is both efficient and secure.



Chapter 5

The Whinau protocol

The previous chapter demonstrated a simple, secure protocol using random walks on the

social network. This unstructured DHT protocol was Sybil-proof, but not efficient. In this

and the following chapters, we will explore Whanau, a more complex structured DHT

design. Whanau's SETUP has similar resource usage to the unstructured protocol, but Wha-

nau's LOOKUP protocol uses only 0(1) messages to find a key. The main design challenge

is to craft Whanau's structure in such a way that it cannot be exploited by a clustering
attack.

5.1 Overview of Whinau

This section outlines Whanau's main characteristics and explains how the protocol works

in the non-adversarial case. Sections 5.2 and 5.3 will explain the SETUP and LOOKUP

protocols in detail, and Chapter 6 will analyze Whanau's performance in an adversarial
Sybil-attack scenario.

5.1.1 Ring structure

Whanau's structure resembles other DHTs such as Chord [110], SkipNet [64], and Ke-

lips [63]. Like SkipNet and Chord, Whanau assumes a given, global, circular ordering -<

on keys (e.g., lexical ordering on strings). The notation x1 -< X2  n - x means that for

any indices i < j < k, the key xo is on the arc (Xi, Xk).

On a ring, one key cannot be said to be "before" or "after" another key. However, with
reference to a given set of more than two keys, successor and predecessor keys within that

set are well-defined. In a set xi -< X2 4 - -< X n -< xi, the successor of xi is x 2 , the

successor of on_1 is x, and the successor of Xn is Xi.

No metric space. Like SkipNet, but unlike Chord and many other DHTs, Whanau does

not embed the keys into a metric space using a hash function. The usual reason for such

a hash function is to distribute keys uniformly over the metric space so that keys will be

spread evenly over nodes. However, an adversary can use guess-and-check to construct

many keys that fall between any two neighboring honest keys, warping the distribution



of keys in the system and defeating the purpose of the hash function. Therefore, Whanau
has no a priori notion of "distance" between two keys; it can determine only if one key
falls between two other keys. This simple ordering provides some structure (e.g., the set of
keys can be partitioned into contiguous slices), but still requires defenses against clustering
attacks, since the adversary can insert keys anywhere in the ordering.

Finger tables and key tables. Most structured DHTs have routing tables with both "far
pointers", sometimes calledfingers, and "near pointers", called leaves or successors. Wha-
nau follows this pattern. Each node has a set of layered IDs (described in Section 5.1.2)
which are of the same data type as the keys. Each node has a finger table containing
O(vkin) pointers' to other nodes with IDs distributed evenly over the key space. Likewise,
each node has a key table2 storing the O( /ki) honest key-value records immediately
following each of its IDs (i.e., the IDs' successors).

Finger tables are constructed simply by sending out O(vkin) random walks, collecting
a random sample of (honest and Sybil) nodes along with their layered IDs. Key tables are
built using a more complex sampling procedure, described in Section 5.2.

Lookup. Together, the key tables of a node's fingers cover the entire set of km keys stored
into the DHT by honest nodes (with high probability). Moreover, each individual finger's
key table stores its IDs' successor keys from this set. This structure enables any node to
perform fast one-hop lookups: simply find the ID preceding the target key within the finger
table, and send a query message to the associated finger node.

Because the chosen ID is likely to be close to the target key (Section 6.2 will define
what is meant by "close"), the chosen finger is likely to have the needed successor record
in its key table. (If it does not, a few retries with different predecessor fingers should suffice
to find one that does.) In contrast with the unstructured protocol from Section 4.2, this
lookup strategy uses a constant number of messages on average, and O(log n) messages
(which may be sent in parallel) in the worst case.

5.1.2 Layered identifiers

Recall from Section 1.2.3 that an attacker can try to prevent access to a particular target
key xt by clustering his own keys or IDs near zt. In a key clustering attack against Whanau,
the Sybils would insert many immediately preceding keys (e.g., zt - 1 if keys are integers)
into the DHT, filling the key tables of nodes which would otherwise have stored zt. In
an ID clustering attack against Whanau, the Sybil nodes would set their own IDs to these
immediately preceding keys, causing the lookup procedure described above to send most
queries to Sybil nodes.

'As a reminder from Section 3.1, there are 2m + g = 0(m) honest virtual nodes, and each virtual node
can store up to k key-value pairs into the DHT.

2We'll use the term "key table" instead of "leaves" or "successors" to avoid confusion with other DHTs
(such as Chord and Pastry) whose leaf or successor tables contain pointers to other nodes, instead of key-
value records. Of course, in Whanau, the value associated with a key may be the address of another node,
which would have a similar effect.



Whanau defends against these clustering attacks by replicating the entire DHT routing
structure into f = O(log km) layers. For each layer, every node has an independent ID, fin-
ger table, and key table; the finger tables and key tables are constructed as described above,
but nodes' layered IDs are carefully constructed to defeat clustering attacks. Lookups can

use any layer.

Layer zero. The f layers must be constructed strictly sequentially during SETUP. Layer
zero, which is constructed first, is responsible for preventing key clustering attacks. Each

node chooses a random key (from the set of keys inserted into the DHT) as its layer-O ID,
then constructs layer-O finger and key tables using that ID.

This layer-0 ID distribution ensures that honest nodes evenly partition the keys stored

by the system, including any keys inserted by the adversary. If Sybil nodes insert many keys
near a target key, this will simply cause more honest nodes to choose layer-O IDs in that
range. The number of keys the Sybils can insert is limited by the number of attack edges.
Thus, a key clustering attack only shifts around the honest nodes' IDs without creating any
hot or cold spots.

Layer one. In contrast with honest IDs, the Sybil IDs stored in honest nodes' finger tables
may be arbitrarily clustered. If the attacker chooses all its layer-0 IDs to fall immediately
before a target key, it might later be difficult to find an honest finger near the key.

Layers one through f - 1 are responsible for mitigating ID clustering attacks. Once
layer zero's finger tables are completely constructed, SETUP can begin to construct layer
one. 3 To pick a layer-I ID, each node chooses a random entry from its own layer-0 finger
table and uses that node's ID.

If the adversary manages to supply an honest node u with many clustered layer-O IDs,
then this increases the probability that u will pick one of these clustered IDs as its own
layer-1 ID. As illustrated in Figure 5-1, this has the aggregate effect that the distribution
of honest layer-1 IDs tends to mimic any clusters of Sybil layer-O IDs. As a consequence,
layer-I finger tables are more likely to be balanced between honest and Sybil IDs.

The adversary may choose to cluster his layer-1 IDs but not his layer-0 IDs; in this
case, the unclustered honest layer-I IDs will be swamped by the Sybil IDs. However, this
adversary strategy means that layer zero will be balanced between honest and Sybil IDs, so
lookups using layer zero will still succeed.

Layers two through f - 1. The optimal clustering strategy against two-layer Whanau is
to cluster a little bit in layer zero and to cluster heavily in layer one. More specifically, if

the adversary has 100 Sybil IDs at his disposal, he should cluster 10 = V100 of them in
layer zero, and all 100 of them in layer one. This yields a similar ratio of Sybil to honest
IDs in each layer. The Sybil ratio is smaller than the ratio without layers, but still grows
with the size of routing tables.

3To prevent ID clustering attacks, it's critical that nodes do not add more entries to layer-zero finger tables

after layer-one IDs are chosen. If it were otherwise, the adversary could simply delay his attack until it was
too late for honest nodes to react to it. However, it's perfectly safe to interleave the construction of different
layers' key tables.
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Figure 5-1: Honest IDs (black dots) in a typical layer-0 finger table are uniformly dis-

tributed over the set of keys (X axis), while Sybil IDs (red dots) may cluster arbitrarily.

Honest nodes choose their layer-1 IDs from the set of all layer-0 IDs (honest and Sybil).
Thus, a clustering attack on layer 0 will create a counterbalancing cluster of honest IDs in
layer 1. The same property holds for layers 2 through - 1 (not shown). In any range of
keys, at least half of the layers will always have a rough balance between Sybil and honest
IDs, making it possible to reliably find an honest finger.

Increasing the number of layers from two to f = O(log km) solves this problem, reduc-

ing the maximum ratio of Sybil to honest IDs to the 0(1) required for Whnau to provide

constant-time lookups. SETUP builds the layers in strict sequence, from layer zero to layer
f - 1. As with layer one, each subsequent layer's IDs are picked randomly from the pre-
vious layer's finger tables, and then the layer's finger and key tables are constructed. Once
all layers are complete, SETUP exits. Since most layers will have a low ratio of Sybil to

honest IDs in every range, LOOKUP can use a random sampling procedure (described in
Section 5.3) to find honest fingers preceding any target key.

5.1.3 Handling failures and churn

Under normal, niostsack ns, there are three sources of chu r that Whanau must
handle. We call these phenomena node churn, social chur, and key churn.

Node churn. Computers may become temporarily unavailable due to network failures,
mobility, overload, crashes, or a nightly-shutoff schedule. Whnau builds substantial redun-
dancy into its routing tables to handle Sybil attacks, and this same redundancy is sufficient
to handle temporary node failures. Section 8.5 shows that increasing node churm results in
a modest additional overhead.

Social churn. The second source of churn is changes to participants' social relationships
which result in adding or deleting social connections. A single deleted link doesn't impact
Whdnau's performance, as long as the graph remains fast mixing and neither endpoint

............................... : .............. ................................................ ::..:.-.::::::- : :- m = :.,



became malicious. (If one did become malicious, the analysis would categorize it as an

attack edge.)
However, Whanau doesn't immediately react to social chum, and can only incorporate

added links by rebuilding its routing tables. Nodes which leave the DHT entirely are not im-

mediately replaced. Therefore, until SETUP is invoked, the routing tables, load distribution,
and so on will slowly become less reflective of the current social network, and performance

will slowly degrade.
Social network churn occurs on a longer time scale than node chum. For example, data

from Mislove et al. indicates that the Flickr social network's doubling time was between

5 and 10 months [82, 83]. This suggests that running SETUP every week, or every hour,
would keep Whanau closely in sync with the current social graph.

Key churn. The final and most challenging source of chum is changes to the set of keys

stored in the DHT. This causes the distribution of keys in put-queues to drift out of sync

with the distribution of finger IDs.
If Whanau were to react immediately to key insertions (Section 9.7.2), then an adver-

sary with many attack edges could flood the DHT with clustered keys to create "hot spots"
in honest nodes' key tables. This would prevent newly-inserted honest keys from becoming

available until SETUP repartitioned the stored keys by rebuilding the routing tables.

Key chum creates a trade-off between the bandwidth consumed by rebuilding tables pe-

riodically and the delay from a key being inserted to the key becoming visible. This band-

width usage is similar to stabilization in other DHTs; however, insecure DHTs can always

make inserted keys visible immediately, since they do not worry about clustering attacks.

Section 9.7.2 outlines techniques to improve Whanau's responsiveness to key chum.

Unlike key chum, turnover of values does not present a challenge for Whanau: updates

to the value associated with a key may always be made immediately visible. For example,
in the IM application (Section 3.1.1), a public key's current IP address can be changed at

any time by the record's owner. Value updates are not a problem because Whanau does not

use the value fields when building its routing tables; they are simply "carried along" with

the keys in the key tables. Section 9.7.1 shows how to implement an UPDATE protocol for
Whanau.

For some applications - like the IM example, in which each node only ever stores one

key - the delay from a key being inserted to the key becoming visible is not a problem,
as long as tables are refreshed hourly or daily. Other applications may have application-

specific solutions. For example, a filesystem using Whanau for durable long-term storage

might maintain a log of pointers to recently-inserted blocks in the mutable root record.

Because this log would be cleared after every SETUP run, it would never grow to be very

large.

5.2 Setup

The SETUP procedure takes each node's social connections and the local key-value records

to store as inputs, and constructs the routing tables stored on each node (Table 5.1).



Table Pseudocode Type Description
Layered IDs u. ids [] random key u's layer-i ID
Finger table u.fingers[i] (id, address) u's layer-i fingers, sorted by id
Key table u.keys[i] (key, value) successor records of u.ids[i]
Intermediate table u. intermediate (key, value) random sample used to build keys

Table 5.1: Routing tables used by SETUP and stored on each node u. After SETUP com-
pletes, the fingers and keys tables are stored and used by LOOKUP, and the ids and
intermediate tables may be discarded.

5.2.1 Protocol operation

The SETUP protocol proceeds in synchronized lock-step. In each step, every node samples
O(vkim) other nodes from the social network by taking O(vkin) parallel random walks. It
sends a (step-specific) request to each of the sampled nodes in parallel, and uses the replies
to build a portion of its routing tables. Nodes must complete a given step's tables before
responding to any requests from the next step. Thus, Whanau tolerates up to one step-time
of clock skew between honest nodes.

In the first step, a node samples O(kim) random nodes (using random walks) and
requests a random record from each node's put-queue. It collects all of these records into
an intermediate table, which it sorts by key and stores for later use by the following steps.

In the second step, a node constructs its layer zero routing tables. It first assigns its
own layer-O ID, x, by choosing a random key from its intermediate table. Next, it sam-
ples O(vkin) random nodes and requests each node's layer-O ID, collecting the resulting
(id, address) pairs into its layer-O finger table. Finally, it samples O(vkim) additional ran-
dom nodes and requests, from each one, the first record following x in the sampled node's
intermediate table. It collects the replies into its layer-O key table.

In the third and all subsequent steps, a node sequentially constructs its routing tables
for layers one through f - 1. To take layer one as an example, each node assigns its own
layer-1 ID by choosing a random key from its layer-O finger table. It then constructs its
layer- 1 finger and key tables exactly as above, using layer-I IDs instead of layer-O IDs.

Subsequent steps build the remaining layers in the same way as layer one was built; each
layer's IDs depend on the previous layer. Once all layers have been constructed, SETUP
sorts all of a node's finger tables and key tables, and stores them for later use by LOOKUP.
The intermediate table may be discarded.

5.2.2 Pseudocode

Figure 5-2 restates the above algorithm for SETUP using pseudocode. A call to METHOD
on Whanau node u is represented by the notation u.METHOD (arguments); if the callee is a
different node from the caller, this is a remote procedure call. Since an RPC to a Sybil node
may result in Byzantine behavior, RPCs should validate return values and have timeouts.

The RANDOM-CHOICE subroutine returns a random element of the given set. The
RANDOM-WALK subroutine takes a random walk on the social network and returns the



Range Description
neighbors list of addresses u's social connections
putqueue list of (key, value) records to insert into the DHT

w 0O(log n) estimate of social graph's mixing time

fO(log rf) number of layers

rf 0( krr) number of fingers (per layer)

rk 0 (Nkin) number of records stored in key table (per layer)

ri0 (, \ kin) number of records in intermediate table (total)

TO clock time start time of next SETUP round
AT milliseconds to minutes protocol step time (at least RTT + clock skew)

Table 5.2: Parameters passed to u.SETuP by the application.

final node. The same SAMPLE-RECORDS subroutine as in Section 4.2 is used to construct
Whrnau's intermediate tables.

The CHOOSE-ID, FINGERS, and SLICE subroutines build each layer's routing tables.

FINGERS builds a finger table using random walks and the GET-ID RPC, and SLICE builds

a key table using random walks and the SLICE-SAMPLE RPC.
SETUP's parameters are described in Table 5.2. The values ic rf, rk, and r determine

the sizes of the routing tables; typically, nodes will have a fixed bandwidth and storage

budget to allocate amongst the tables. Chapters 6 and 8 show how varying these parameters
impacts Whnau's performance.

The H -synchronized protocol steps are scheduled using the parameters (T tAT).
Increasing biT makes SETUP tolerate more clock skew but take longer to complete.

5.2.3 Informal correctness argument

Each intermediate table is a random sample of the set of key-value records stored into

the DHT. The intermediate tables are designed to replicate honest records widely: they

have the good property that each record in an honest node's put-queue becomes frequently
represented in other honest nodes' intermediate tables.

As explained above in Section 5.1.2, layer-O IDs and fingers are chosen randomly in

order to evenly partition the honest records, and higher-layer IDs and fingers are chosen

to defeat ID clustering attacks. The recursive construction of layered IDs and finger tables
ensures that, in the majority of layers, finger tables will be balanced between honest and
Sybil nodes.

Once a node has its ID for a layer, it must collect the key table for that ID - that is,
a slice of successor keys (and their values) immediately following the ID. It might seem

that we could solve this the same way Chord does, by using LOOKUP to find the ID's first

predecessor node, then asking that node for its own successor table. However, as pointed out

in Section 1.2.2, this bootstrapping approach would enable the adversary to use an Eclipse

attack to fill up the routing tables with bogus records over time. To avoid this, Whanau

builds each node's key table without using any other node's key table; instead, it uses only

the intermediate tables.



u.SETUP({nbri,.. . , nbrd}, {(key,, valuei),. .. , (keyk, valuek)}; W, f, rf, k, r, Ti0, AT)

1 u.neighbors <- {nbri, . . ., nbra}
2 u.putqueue <- {(key,, value,),. .. , (keyk, valuek)}
3 sleep until To

4 u.intermediate <- U.SAMPLE-RECORDS(w,Tri)

5 fori -Oto 2- 1
6 do sleep until To + (i + 1) AT
7 u.ids[i] <- u.CHOOSE-ID(i)
8 u.fingers[i] +- u.FINGERS (i; w, rf)
9 u.keys[i] +-u.SLICE(i;wrk)

10 return u.neighbors, u.putqueue, u.jingers, u.keys

u.SAMPLE-RECORDS (w, ri)

1 for j+- 1 to ri
2 do v <- u. RANDOM-WALK(W)
3 (keyj, value3 ) +- vj.SAMPLE-RECORD()
4 return {(key 1 , valuei), . . ., (key,,, valuer)}

u.RANDOM-WALK(w)

1 ifw>O
2 then v <- RANDOM-CHOICE (u.neighbors)
3 return v.RANDOM-WALK(w - 1)
4 else return u

v.SAMPLE-RECORD 0
1 (key, value) <- RANDOM-CHOICE(v.putqueue)

2 return (key, value)

Figure 5-2: SETUP procedure to build structured routing tables. The SAMPLE-RECORDS
subroutine constructs the intermediate tables using the RANDOM-WALK and SAMPLE-
RECORD remote procedure calls.



u.CHOOSE-ID (i)
1 if i = 0
2 then (key, value) <- RANDOM-CHOICE(u.intermediate)

3 return key
4 else (x, f) +- RANDOM-CHOICE(u.fingers[i - 1])
5 return x

u.FINGERS (i; W, rf)

1 for j <- 1 to rf
2 do v <- u.RANDOM-WALK(w)
3 +- v.GET-ID(i)
4 return {(x1,vi),...,(xrfvrf)}

v.GET-ID (i)

1 return v.ids[i)

u.SLICE(i; w, rk)

1 for j+- 1 to rk
2 do v <- u.RANDOM-WALK(w)

3 R +- vj.SLICE-SAMPLE (u.ids[i])
4 return R 1 U ... U Rk

v.SLICE-SAMPLE (xo)
1 {(key,, value 1),.. ., (key,, valuer)} <- v.intermediate

(sort records so that x0 --< key, -- -.- ---< key,, x o)

2 return {(key,, value1 ),. . ., (keyt, valuet)} (for some small t, may be 1)

Figure 5-2: SETUP subroutines, continued. The local CHOOSE-ID, FINGERS, and SLICE

subroutines construct the layer-i ids, fingers, and keys tables using the RANDOM-WALK,

GET-ID, and SLICE-SAMPLE remote procedure calls.



Because any layered ID's successor keys are spread randomly around the intermediate
tables of many other nodes, the SLICE subroutine must contact many random nodes and
collect little bits of the key table together. The straightforward way to do this is to ask each
node v for the closest few records in v. intermediate following the ID. Each such request
accumulates a few more potential-successors; the precise number t of records sampled does
not matter for correctness, as long as t is small compared to ri. Section 6.2's analysis simply
lets t = 1.

This successor sampling technique ensures that, for appropriate values of ri and rk, the
union of the repeated SLICE-SAMPLES will contain all the needed key-value records. Sec-
tion 6.2 will state this quantitatively, but the intuition is as follows. Each SLICE-SAMPLE
request independently and randomly samples the set of keys in the system which are near
the given ID. There may be substantial overlap in the result sets, but after making suffi-
ciently many requests, the node will eventually receive all the keys in the ID's slice. Some
of the keys returned will be far away from the ID and thus not actually useful successors,
but they will show up only a few times. Likewise, bogus results returned by Sybil nodes
may consume some storage space, but do not affect correctness, since they do not prevent
honest nodes from finding the true successor records.

5.3 Lookup

The LOOKUP procedure takes a key and a set of routing tables as inputs, and finds an honest
finger node with the target key in its local key table. It can then query and return the value
associated with the key.

5.3.1 Protocol operation

LOOKUP uses the routing tables constructed by the last run of SETUP. To look up a key, a
node first checks whether it is in the local put-queue, and returns immediately if it is. Oth-
erwise, the node searches its local layer-O finger table for the target key's first predecessor
finger, with ID x0 .

Next, the node chooses one of its f layers at random, and constructs the set of that
layer's finger table entries with IDs between x0 and the target key. (If the set is empty, it
retries with a new random layer until it gets a non-empty set.) LOOKUP then chooses a
random finger node from this set, and sends it a query message containing the target key.

If the target key is in the queried node's key table, it replies with the associated value.
LOOKUP checks whether the record is authentic; if so, it returns the value to the application.

If the query times out, fails, or returns a bogus record, the original node retries the
lookup. To do this, it uses a random walk to choose a delegate node, and requests the
delegate to repeat the process from the beginning, using the delegate's finger tables.

Chapter 6 predicts that lookups will successfully complete using a constant number of
retries. To reduce latency, a node can perform multiple independent lookups in parallel.



5.3.2 Pseudocode

Figure 5-3 expresses the above LOOKUP protocol in pseudocode. The outer LOOKUP
procedure is responsible for retrying using random delegates; the TRY subroutine is the

main algorithm. As an optimization, TRY permits multiple retries using different entries
of a single delegate's finger table. With each such retry, TRY expands the range of fingers

under consideration.
TRY uses CHOOSE-FINGER to pick an appropriate finger table entry, and then sends a

simple QUERY RPC to the chosen finger. CHOOSE-FINGER implements the finger selection

algorithm given above. Note that there is always at least one non-empty set F, since xo -
F0 by definition.

5.3.3 Informal correctness argument

The basic goal of the LOOKUP procedure is to use CHOOSE-ID to find a finger node which

is both honest and contains the target record. The SETUP procedure ensured that any honest
finger "close enough" to the target key will have it in its key table. Since every finger table

contains many random honest nodes, each node is likely to have an honest finger which

is "close enough" (if the finger tables are big enough). However, if the adversary clusters

its IDs near the target key, then a node might have to waste many queries to Sybil fingers

before finding this honest finger. LOOKUP carefully chooses fingers to query in order to
foil this category of attack.

The TRY subroutine aims to choose an "anchor" x0 which is close to the target key. If
there is no ID clustering attack, then z0 is likely to be an honest ID. With O(v/ki) evenly-
distributed honest layer-O fingers, the closest finger £0 is probably close enough to have the

target record in its key table of size O(vkmi). On the other hand, if there is a clustering
attack, the adversary can only force zo to be closer to the target key than it otherwise would
have been. Therefore, in either case, any honest finger found between £0 and the target key
will be close enough to contain the target record.

One question remains: given that it is limited to picking fingers from the range [£0, key],
how likely is CHOOSE-FINGER to pick an honest finger versus a Sybil finger? Recall from
Section 5.1.2 that, during SETUP, if the adversary had clustered its layer-i IDs in the range

[Xo, key], then the honest nodes would also cluster their layer-(i +1) IDs in the same range.
As a consequence, in the majority of layers, Sybil fingers do not dominate the range. More-
over, in a randomly chosen layer, Sybil fingers probably do not dominate the range! Thus,
the random finger returned by CHOOSE-FINGER is likely to be honest.

In conclusion, for most honest nodes' finger tables, CHOOSE-FINGER has a good prob-

ability of returning an honest finger which is close to the target key. The previous run of
SETUP will have ensured that the target key-value record is in that finger node's key table.

The adversary may focus its clustering attack to cause a few honest nodes to have bad fin-

ger tables, but retrying lookups using random delegate nodes negates this attack. Therefore,

LOOKUP should almost always succeed after only a few calls to TRY.



u.LOOKUP(key; w)

1 v <- u
2 repeat value - v.TRY(key)
3 v <- u.RANDOM-WALK(w)
4 until TRY found valid value, or hit retry limit
5 return value

v.TRY(key)

1 if exists (key, value) E v.putqueue
2 then return value

3 {(Xi, fl), ... , (Xfrf)} - v.fingers[0]

(sort fingers so that key < x1 x - - rf -, key)

4 j<-rf

5 repeat (f, i) <- V.CHOOSE-FINGER(Xj, key)
6 value +- f.QUERY(i, key)

7 j <- j- 1
8 until QUERY found valid value, or hit retry limit
9 return value

V.CHOOSE-FINGER(xo, key)

1 fori - 0 to f - 1
2 do F <- { (x, f) E v.fingers[i] xo <x -< key}
3 i +- RANDOM-CHOICE({ i E {,... , - 1} | F non-empty })
4 (x, f) <- RANDOM-CHOICE (Fi)
5 return (f, i)

f.QUERY(i, key)

1 if exists (key, value) E f.keys[i]
2 then return value
3 else error "not found"

Figure 5-3: LOOKUP procedure to retrieve a record by key.



Chapter 6

Analysis of Whiinau's performance

For the same reason as Theseus's protocol (Section 4.1), Whanau's LOOKUP will always

eventually succeed if the honest region is a connected graph: after many retries, some ran-

dom walk (Figure 5-3, LOOKUP, line 3) will happen to land on the node with the target key
in its put-queue. However, the point of Whanau's added complexity is to improve lookup

performance beyond an unstructured DHT protocol. This chapter will prove that, under the

reasonable assumptions stated in Chapter 3, Whanau's LOOKUP algorithm uses an expected
0(1) messages to find any target key.

6.1 Social network model

Before delving into the Whanau protocol specifically, we'll first formalize and expand on

the social network model outlined in Chapter 3.
The honest region of the social network is a graph with n nodes and m undirected edges.

Let du and gu be the number of honest and attack edges (respectively) adjacent to the node
U, so that m = 1 ZE du and g = EZ gu. The number of honest virtual nodes is 2m + g.

6.1.1 The sparse cut and escape probability

Definition (escape probability). Let pf be the escape probability of the honest node u:
i.e., the probability that a w-step random walk starting at u will cross over an attack edge
into the Sybil region. It is defined by the recurrence

1 def U WW /-1 1

du + wu defu du..+ gu du +gu ( ±ZPW1

A virtual node v's escape probability p, is equal to its social node's escape probability pu.

Theorem. Order the honest virtual nodes {v 1,... , V2+g } so that pv1 > p,, > ... >

pV2m+g (i.e., a random walk starting at v1 is the most likely to escape). For all i, p < ,.

Proof Consider a hypothetical experiment. Draw a random social node u according to the

honest region's stationary distribution 7r(u) = -. Now, take one random step on the social



network. For random u, the probability of crossing an attack edge after one step at most:

p (u) = : gu du

PU du + gu 2m

I YUdu < 1 g

S2mI du + gu 2m E 2m
U U

Observe that if the step does not cross an attack edge, then the next node is a random honest
node, exactly the same as the starting stationary distribution.

By repeating this process, we conclude that a length-w random walk starting at a ran-
dom honest node has at least a

1 - 2r)
2m

> gw>1-
2m

probability of staying within the honest region, and at most a L probability of escaping.
We can summarize this as

P p (u) < gw
2m

and thus we have the lemma

Ep'du < gw

Now, recall the above ordering on virtual nodes p,1 > P2 >' - P 2 m+g Since each
social node a corresponds to du + gu virtual nodes, we can rewrite Pi + Pv2 + - + PV2 m+g
as EZ pw (du + gu). Using the recursive definition of pw' and rearranging terms yields:

Sw p(du + gu)
U

Sgu + Pu/i

U u/-u

U U,u

=g±5pw-ldu
U

< g + g(w-1 g w

Thus we can conclude that

PV + PV2 + - -PV 2 m+g < gw

and more specifically that

ipvi < pV1 + - - - + pe, < gw

Thus we have pv, < 9". E

Corollary. Since each physical social node has at least one virtual node, if we order the
physical social nodes {u1, ... , } so that pul > ... pu, we will still have pu, < 9'



Definition (winners and losers). Fix an arbitrary constant fraction 0 < F < 1. The En

nodes with highest escape probability (ui,. . . , u above) are the loser nodes, and the rest
of the honest nodes are the winner nodes.

Corollary. If g < n/w, then for all winner nodes u, the escape probability is small:

g w gw

en0M n

Analogously, we can define winner and loser virtual nodes, so that there are up to

2em loser virtual nodes, and winner virtual nodes have escape probability less than 9w -

0 (9'). This definition is a bit tighter, since it uses m instead of n.

Our arbitrary fraction c dividing "winners" from "losers" appears only in this analysis
and not in the Whanau protocol. Its appearance reflects the reality that, due to attack edge
clustering, some nodes' escape probability may be so high that random walks are useless.

6.1.2 Variation from the uniform distribution

To be useful, the samples returned by random walks should be both honest and chosen

uniformly from the virtual nodes. Thus, we are concerned with both the probability of

escape into the Sybil region, and the difference between the ideal uniform distribution and

the random walk's distribution.

Variation from the stationary distribution. Section 3.2.3 introduced the probability

distribution Pu of a w-step random walk starting at u and the idea of mixing time, defined
as the smallest w such that for all u, u':

1 3
-W(a') Pf(uW') < -K(U') (6.1)
2 2

Of course, our real social network datasets (Section 8.1.2) contain a small number of
poorly-connected nodes which do not satisfy (6.1). For the purpose of this analysis, we

can simply lump these few nodes in with the losers, and make no guarantees about their

performance. 1

Even for the winners, this definition permits up to 50% variation from the stationary
distribution. (Of course, the actual variation may be much less for many nodes.) Thus P

can be decomposed into a stationary component and an arbitrary positive residue:

1 1
P (W) = 17(u') + P' (u')2 2u

We can think of this as a process which flips a fair coin and then, if heads, draws from the

stationary distribution 7, or if tails, draws from an adversary-chosen distribution P.

'In practice, if there are few attack edges in the vicinity, such nodes might be able to perform lookups

perfectly well. If not many random walks reach them, however, they may not be able to successfully insert as

many keys into the DHT.



Stationary distribution versus virtual nodes. Because honest nodes create virtual nodes
for both honest edges and attack edges (they can't tell the difference), and the stationary
distribution 7 considers only honest edges, there is a difference between the stationary
distribution and the uniform distribution over honest virtual nodes.

Definition (obscure nodes). We will call a virtual node obscure if the probability of a
non-escaping random walk reaching it is less than 1 1

2 2m~g~

If the virtual node's social node is u, this requires that

du/2m 1
(du + gu)/(2m + g) 2

and hence requires du < ga. As a consequence, the number of obscure virtual nodes is at
most

du + gd < 2g < 2g
{u I d.<g.} {u I du<gu}

and thus thefraction of obscure virtual nodes is less than 2 9 < .
2+g m

Since obscure nodes and loser nodes are correlated with clusters of attack edges, there
will be a large overlap between them. However, they are not the same: an obscure node can
be a winner and a loser node can be non-obscure. In Whanau, a winner node can perform
efficient lookups, and a non-obscure node can reliably insert at least k key-value records
per virtual node into the DHT. (An obscure node may be able to insert a smaller number of
keys, or no keys at all.)

6.1.3 Quantifying random-walk sample quality

The above two factors - escaping walks and non-uniform distribution - represent devi-
ations from the ideal sampling procedure, which would return a uniformly chosen random
virtual node. Using the theorems we have proven, we can quantitatively bound these devi-
ations in three situations of interest:

" A winner virtual node drawing a random non-obscure virtual node.

" A winner virtual node drawing a random non-obscure winner virtual node.

" A winner social node drawing a random non-obscure winner virtual node.

Definition (core nodes). We will call a non-obscure winner virtual node a core node. The
core nodes, which constitute a large majority of the honest nodes, will carry the weight of
the proof of Whanau's correctness.

Drawing a random non-obscure virtual node. Suppose a winner virtual node sends
out a random walk. With probability at least 1 - ', this random walk will stay within the
honest region (Section 6.1.1). According to Section 6.1.2, a non-escaping walk has a better



than -4 (1 - -) chance of sampling a uniformly random non-obscure virtual node. Thus,
the probability of getting a good sample in this case is at least:

>1 g go.9
p>- 1- - 2

4 m 2Em

Drawing a random core node. If we need a randomly chosen non-obscure winner sam-

ple, we must account for the samples that return loser virtual nodes. Building on the above

analysis, this yields a probability of success at least:

1 g gw

4 m r 2em

Finally, we can perform a similar analysis starting from a winner social node instead of a

winner virtual node, yielding a probability of success:

1 [I g gw -]

4 m en

Good sample probability is Q(1) - in other words, as long as the sparse cut and fast

mixing assumptions are satisfied, the random walk sampling process returns a substantial

fraction of good samples. We will be using the values o, V), and ( as shorthand throughout
the analysis. Naturally, these "good sample probabilities" decrease with the number of

attack edges g. Their important property is that if g = O(), then p, Vb, = Q(1). More
specifically, if g < n/w, then p > and @ > 2 (1 - e).

The above analysis yields very conservative lower bounds on p, @, and (. In practice,
the fraction of useful samples returned by random walks tends to be quite large when g is

small. However, the above formulas predict that performance will rapidly degrade when g
approaches m/w. The experiments in Section 8.2 confirm this prediction.

6.2 Winner key tables are correct

The first step of proving Whanau's correctness is to prove that the key tables which SETUP
constructs are correct: that is, they contain all honest, non-obscure key-value records im-
mediately following the given ID.

6.2.1 Preliminary definitions

Definition. Let I be the disjoint union of all the core nodes' intermediate tables:

I [ v.intermediate
core v

Intuitively, we expect non-obscure honest nodes' records to be heavily represented in I.

Definition (distance metric d,). Recall from Section 5.1.1 that Whanau has no a priori

notion of distance between two keys. However, with the definition of I, we can construct



I ddan a posteriori distance metric. Let IY {z C I X - z -_ y} be all the records (honest
and Sybil) in I on the arc [ x, y). Then define

d c [0, 1)
IEl

Note that dxy is not used (or indeed, observable) by the protocol itself; we use it only in the
analysis.

6.2.2 SLICE-SAMPLE returns good sample records

Recall that SETUP (Figure 5-2) uses the SLICE subroutine, which calls SLICE-SAMPLE
rk times, to find all the honest records in I immediately following an ID x. Consider an
arbitrary successor key y E I. If the ri and rk parameters are sufficiently large, and dxy is
sufficiently small, then we will show that y will almost certainly be returned by some call
to SLICE-SAMPLE. Thus, any winner node v's table v.keys[i] will ultimately contain all
records y close enough to the ID x = v. ids [i].

Lemma. Assume that 1 < ri < 2km. For any core node v, ID x, and honest, non-obscure
key y such that dry< 1

Prob[ y E v.SLICE-SAMPLE(x) ] ek>
~2ekm

Proof SLICE-SAMPLE queries v for the first key in v.intermediate following x. (For this
proof, we assume that t = 1.) y will be returned if y is present in v.intermediate and if no
other key between x and y is present:

Prob[ y E v.SLICE-SAMPLE(x)] = Prob[ y E v.intermediate]

x Prob[ z E v.intermediate I X -< z -< y]

v. intermediate is constructed by taking ri random walks from v and drawing a random
put-queue entry from each sample node. Each random walk's probability of sampling a
uniform non-obscure node is at least <p; the probability that node's put-queue contains y
is at least _ 2; and the probability of drawing the key y from that node's put-queue is
Thus, each walk has a " chance of sampling y. With ri < 2km walks, the probability
that y is in v.intermediate is:

Prob[ y E v.intermediate ] > I - (I - 2 ~m 2 (6.2)
2km/ 2km

2We can approximate using 2m (instead of 2m + g) non-obscure nodes here because we are assuming up
to 2g obscure nodes.



If ri < 2km, then v.intermediate is a random sample of I. 3 Consequently, each

element of v.intermediate has a d E [0, 1) chance of being between x and y. Thus, the

probability that y is the first element after x is:

Prob[ $z E v.intermediate I x -< z -4 y] a (1 - dxy)"

Under the given assumption dx < I< 1, we have

Prob[ z E v.intermediate I x -3 z( - -- y e (6.3)
Ti

Multiplying results (6.2) and (6.3) yields the desired probability:

Prob[ y c v.SLICE-SAMPLE(x) ] > -C
2km 2ekm

6.2.3 Aggregating rk samples yields complete key tables

This section's main lemma shows that v. keys [i] collects a contiguous slice of honest keys

in I- those with distance less than 1/ri to v.ids[i].

Lemma. Assume that 1 < rk, ri < 2km. For any winner virtual node v, ID x v.ids [i],
and honest, non-obscure y G I such that dy < I,

Prob[ y E v.SLICE(i, rk) ] 1 - e 2ckn (6.4)

Thus, after running SETUP, y E v. keys [i] with high probability if rkri > 2km.

Proof SLICE takes rk walks and sends a SLICE-SAMPLE query to each sampled node. It

then collects the resulting records together into the key table.

The rk walks each return a random core node with probability 4. Given that rk < 2km,
there will be very few repeats. The previous lemma showed that each SLICE-SAMPLE
query to a core node has at least i chance of returning y. Thus, the probability of not

seeing y is at most:

DhFi (i e 2ekm L
Prob[ y ( v.SLICE(i, rk)] K 1 - 4 . e e 2ekm O

2ekmI

We can intuitively interpret this result as follows: to get a complete key table with high

probability, we need rkri = Q(km log km). It is no coincidence that this looks like the

solution to the Coupon Collector's Problem [85] (as in Section 4.1): the SLICE subroutine

"examines" rkri random elements from I, and it must examine the entire set of I - 2km

honest records to collect all the needed records.

3In addition to ri < 2km, this also assumes that the adversary cannot change his responses to SAMPLE-

RECORD queries after observing the partially-built intermediate tables - this would actually permit an adap-
tive attack in which the adversary inserted the key y - 1 for every key y E v.intermediate. However, this
attack is easily prevented by hiding the intermediate tables until they are fully constructed, or by forcing all

participants to commit to their keys before SETUP starts.



6.3 Layer-zero IDs are evenly distributed

The next lemma shows that layer-zero finger tables are correct, meaning that layer-zero
finger IDs are spread uniformly over 1, so that any sufficiently large range of the key space
will contain at least one finger. As a consequence, key clustering attacks are not effective
against Whanau. The result follows naturally from the way fingers and IDs are chosen:
the finger table entries are sampled randomly from the social network, and each of their
layer-zero IDs is drawn randomly from the keys in I.

Lemma. Assume rf < 2km. For any winner v and any keys x, y,

Prob[ J core f E v.FINGERS(0, rf) I x f.ids[0] - y1 < (1 - dxy)rf (6.5)

Thus, after running SETUP, any given range [x, y) with dy > is expected to contain
at least one finger ID in v.fingers [0].

Proof Each element f C v.FINGERS (0, rf) is a random walk sample, and thus has at least
V) probability of being a random core node. If so, then CHOOSE-ID line 2 drew f's layer-
zero ID randomly from f.intermediate. Since 1 is the disjoint union of all core nodes'
intermediate tables, a random core node's layer-zero ID is thus a random element of 1.

By its definition, dxy is the probability that a random element of I falls in [ x, y). There-
fore, each ID in the table has an independent Odxy chance of falling in [ x, y). Since there
are rf such IDs, the probability that no ID falls within the range is at most (1-@dxy)r. E

From this result, we can see that the larger finger tables are, the likelier that nodes can
find a layer-zero finger in any small range of keys. In any winner's finger table, we expect
to find approximately $rf dxy core fingers with IDs in the range [ x, y).

6.4 Layers are immune to clustering

The adversary may attack the finger tables by clustering its Sybil IDs. CHOOSE-ID line 4
causes honest nodes to respond by clustering their IDs on the same keys. The third and final
main lemma will show that regardless of the adversary's ID clustering strategy, it will not
be able to dominate the majority of layers.

Preliminary definitions. Assume a given rf > 1. Fix any two keys x, y which are suffi-
ciently far apart that we expect at least one layer-zero finger ID in [ x, y) with high probabil-
ity (Section 6.3). Let -yi ("good fingers") be the average (over core nodes' finger tables) of
the number of honest core fingers with layer-i IDs in [ x, y). Likewise, let 3i ("bad fingers")
be the average number of Sybil fingers in [ x, y).

Lemma. The number of good fingers in [ x, y) is proportional to the total number offingers
in the previous layer:

7+1 > 0(Yi + /i)



Proof The average core node's finger table contains at least @brf random core nodes. 4 Each
of these core nodes drew its layer-(i + 1) ID from its own layer-i finger table. (CHOOSE-
ID, line 4.) By the definitions of '-y and #3, a random layer-i ID from a random core node's
finger table falls in [ x, y) with probability at least . Thus, the average number of goodrf

fingers with layer-(i + 1) IDs in [x, y) is

' -i--1 + O'~rf v9(frYi+ 3A) E
Tf

Corollary. Let the density pi of good fingers in layer i be pi . Then

i=O rf

Proof By the previous lemma, pi 1 + .- Cancelling numerators and denominators,~yi± 33i

f70 70-Y + 00 71i + 01 7Yf-2 + Of-2 r1 7r- 1 >3 )-..V

i7O 'YO + 0 71 + /1 72+@2 7-1B + Of-I -1 + Oi-1

Because each finger table can contain no more than rf fingers, 7-1 + 3 -1 < rf. Also,

since we assumed the range is big enough to contain at least one core layer-zero finger,

-yo > 1. Therefore, H pi 2 f .
rf

Because the density of winner fingers pi is bounded below, this result means that the
adversary's scope to affect pi is limited. The adversary may strategically choose any values
of #3 between zero and (1 - O)rf. However, the adversary's strategy is limited by the
fact that if it doubles #i in order to halve the density of good nodes in layer i, this will
necessarily cause the density of good nodes in layer i + 1 to double. 5

Lemma. Given rf >> 1, the average layer's density of winner fingers is at least

e-1

i=o

Proof By multiplying out terms, (E p) > ! H pi. Substituting in Stirling's approxima-

tion ! > and the above lemma's lower bound for f pi yields

4More precisely, by the Chernoff bound, the variable deviates little from $rf, and with very high proba-

bility is greater than -4'rf . Substituting the latter expression doesn't change the analysis.
5It turns out that the adversary's optimal strategy is to attack all layers equally, starting with a small degree

of clustering #o and increasing #i by a constant factor for each successive layer.



Thus,
£-1

i=O

Observe that as f - 1, the average layer's density of good fingers shrinks exponentially
to O(1/rf), and that as f -> o, the density of good fingers asymptotically approaches the
ideal limit o/e. We can get pi within a factor of e of this ideal bound simply by setting the
number of layers f to

f = log <rf (6.6)

Beyond this point, increasing the number of layers yields rapidly diminishing returns: dou-
bling f improves f5 by 65%, and doubling f again improves p only by another 28%. Thus,
for most values of V) E [0, 1], the optimal f - log rf.

6.4.1 Special case: relatively weak Sybil attacks
The above analysis can be refined in the specific situation that g < w4,. In this case,
1 - < . Returning to the lemma, the number 7y + /h of finger IDs in a range [ x, y)log rf

has three components:

1. Sybil fingers that have chosen their IDs in that range.

2. Honest non-core fingers, whose IDs may be assumed to be adversary-controlled.

3. Honest core fingers whose random IDs fell into the range.

The first two components are limited to a 1 - @ fraction of core nodes' finger table entries.
Thus, 7i+1i 0 (1 - @)rf +, #(7is + 03). Expanding the recursion yields Yf-I + 3 - I
f(1 - @)rf + -yo. If we plug this expression into the above analysis, we find that the optimal
number of layers is now given by

f ~ log fb(1 - @)rf = O(log(1 - 4@)rf),

a function of the average number (1 - @)rf of Sybil entries in a finger table. Thus, with a
small escape probability 1 - 0 = 0 (1/r'), a high density of good fingers is achieved with
only f = O((1 - c) log rf) layers. As a special case, if 1 - @ < 17rf (i.e., the average
finger table contains less than one Sybil entry), then one layer should suffice.

6.5 Main result: lookup is fast

The preceding sections' tools enable us to prove that Whanau uses a constant number of
messages per lookup.

Theorem (Main theorem). Define ir 2k. Suppose that we pick rk, rf, ri, and f so that
1 <rk, rf, ri < km and (6.6), (6.7) are satisfied. Then, run SETUP to build routing tables.

rkTi
Tkrf > > K (6.7)

V)



Now let any winner node run LOOKUP on any valid key y. Then, a single iteration of TRY
succeeds with probability better than Prob[ success ] > pL = Q(1).

The value r, is the aggregate storage capacity 2km of the DHT times an overhead factor
which represents the extra work required to protect against Sybil attacks. When g

0 ),this overhead factor is 0(1).
The formula (6.7) may be interpreted to mean that both rkri and rkrf must be Q(K):

the first so that SLICE-SAMPLE is called enough times to collect every successor key into
the key tables, and the second so that key table slices are larger than the distance between
fingers. These would both need to be true even with no adversary.

Proof Suppose that the TRY request is sent to a core node; the probability of this happening
1

on a given iteration is (. Let x E I be a key whose distance to the target key y is d -y = ,

the average distance between core fingers.
First, substitute the chosen dxy into (6.5). By the lemma, the probability that there is an

honest finger Xh E X, y) is at least 1 - 1/e. TRY line 3 finds xf the closest layer-zero
finger to the target key, and TRY passes it to CHOOSE-FINGER as xo. xo may be an honest
finger or a Sybil finger, but in either case, it must be at least as close to the target key as Xh.

Thus, x0 E [ 4, y) with probability at least 1 - 1/e.
Second, recall that CHOOSE-FINGER first chooses a random layer, and then a random

finger f from that layer with ID xf E [ o, y ]. The probability of choosing any given layer
i is j, and the probability of getting an honest finger from the range is pi from Section 6.4.
Thus, the total probability that CHOOSE-FINGER returns an honest finger is simply the
average layer's density of good nodes 1 E pi = 1i. Since we assumed (6.6) was satisfied,
Section 6.4 showed that the probability of success is at least 3 2 .

Finally, if the chosen finger f is honest, the only question remaining is whether the
target key is in f's key table. Substituting dxfY < dxy and (6.7) into equation (6.4) yields
Prob[ y E f.keys ] > 1 - 1/e. Therefore, when f.QUERY(y) checks f's key table, it suc-
ceeds with probability at least 1 - 1/e.

A TRY iteration will succeed if four conditions hold:

(1) The TRY request is sent to a core node

(2) xf c [ x, y)

(3) CHOOSE-FINGER returns a winning finger f

(4) y C f.keys

Combining the probabilities calculated above for each of these events yields the total suc-
cess probability

(- -I1- > El
e) e2 e) 20

Corollary. The expected number of queries sent by LOOKUP is bounded by 2 = 0(1).

With high probability, the maximum number of queries is 0(log in).



6.6 Routing tables are small

Any table size parameters which satisfy (6.6) and (6.7) will, by the above proof, provide fast
lookups. However, it makes sense to balance the parameters to use the minimum resources
to achieve a given lookup performance.

Each (virtual) node has S= ri + (rf +rk) table entries in total. To minimize S subject
to (6.7), nodes should set rk rf ~ \ and ri - @I. Therefore, the optimal total table
size is, as expected:

S ~ V/ logir = 0 kmlog km)
As one might expect for a one-hop DHT, the optimal parameters set the finger tables

and key tables to the same size. The logarithmic factor in the total table size comes from
the need to maintain 0 (log km) layers to protect against clustering attacks. If the number
of attack edges is small, Section 6.4.1 indicates that multiple layers are unnecessary. This
is consistent with the experimental data in Section 8.3.

Solving for k in the above formula yields an expression for the "storage quota" per
virtual node in terms of the resource budget:

k = 0 (2
(M log2

This formula shows that the number of key-value pairs each node can store grows quadrat-
ically with Whanau's resource budget, as long as S < m. Once every node's finger table is
large enough to store pointers to every other node, the quota only continues to grow linearly
with resources, as one would expect.



Chapter 7

Implementations

As of this dissertation's publication, there exist three full implementations of the Whanau

protocol:

1. A distributed Python implementation used to evaluate Whanau on the PlanetLab
global-scale research testbed; [31]

2. A distributed Java implementation, part of the Whanau-SIP project [40]; and

3. An abstract protocol simulator, written in C++, which evaluates large-scale protocol

instances in a single machine's physical memory.

This chapter outlines the main characteristics of the first and third implementations
above. The second implementation is described in [40].

7.1 Distributed implementation

The first distributed Whanau implementation consists of 1,104 source lines of Python code,
using the standard libraries and the RPyC [10] RPC library. Of this code, 314 lines imple-
ment the Whanau protocol, 249 lines implement RPC-related wrappers, and the remaining
541 lines implement a comprehensive test harness.

When a user starts a node, the user provides it with a list of its social neighbor nodes'

public keys and current IP addresses. The new node uses these bootstrap links to join the

next scheduled SETUP round. The lock-step portion of the SETUP protocol uses message

passing over UDP for each of its f+ 1 phases, and the SLICE-SAMPLE and LOOKUP queries

are implemented using RPC (also over UDP). Random walks for SETUP are generated us-

ing the efficient systolic mixing process described in Section 9.2, since the precise number

of random walks needed can be predicted in advance. On the other hand, nodes generate

random walks for LOOKUP on-the-fly by making recursive RPC queries to random social

neighbors.
The Python implementation contains a trivial instant messaging (IM) client as a demon-

stration application. The IM client stores its current IP address into the DHT. When a user

wants to send a message to another user (identified by a public key), the IM client looks up

the target user's contact information in the DHT and verifies the returned record using the



key. If the record is authentic, the IM application sends the IM body as a UDP packet to the
IP address contained in the record. The IP application periodically invokes SETUP, causing
Whanau to rebuild its routing tables and to incorporate nodes which join or leave.

This implementation was evaluated by running it on the PlanetLab global network
testbed [31]. PlanetLab's resources were sufficient to run up to a total of 4,000 virtual nodes
on 400 physical, geographically-dispersed machines - large-scale enough to meaningfully
exercise Whanau's capabilities. Unfortunately, at scales smaller than this, the Whanau pro-
tocol's behavior approximately reduces to simple broadcast. Given this practical limita-
tion, the PlanetLab deployment could not be expected to produce insightful scaling results.
However, it demonstrated that Whanau works on a real network with chum, varying delays,
packet loss, and so on.

7.2 In-memory simulator

Whanau's behavior is most interesting at large scales - with small numbers of nodes, both
Whanau and simple flooding-based protocols perform adequately. Real social networks
have millions of users, and social network snapshot datasets have been collected containing
millions of nodes [83]. Unfortunately, PlanetLab has insufficient resources to run millions
of instances of the Python implementation.

The Whanau protocol simulator addresses this problem by abstracting away all the de-
tails of network communication and synchronization, and packing a compact representation
of millions of nodes' state into a single physical machine's RAM. It directly implements
the protocol as described in Figures 5-2 and 5-3, takes a static social network as input, and
provides knobs to experiment with Whanau's different parameters. Because existing peer-
to-peer simulators don't scale to millions of nodes, this simulator was written in custom
C++ (3,234 source lines of code, using Boost and STL) and implements many Whanau-
specific optimizations to reduce memory consumption and running time. The most impor-
tant optimizations are:

* Nodes are represented as packed data structures and network RPCs are simulated
simply as C++ method calls. Messages sent by each node are counted, but underlying
network latencies, bandwidth limits, congestion, and so on are not simulated,

" The social graph has a very compact memory footprint: nodes are identified with
small integer indices, and social links are stored using a compressed sparse row rep-
resentation.

" DHT keys are 64-bit integers instead of 20-byte cryptographic hashes.

" Finger tables, key tables, and message queues are stored using compact vectors in-
stead of dynamic tree, hash table, or queue data structures.

" Attributes such as node IDs are only stored once, in the node, instead of being stored
redundantly in every finger table pointing to that node.

* To save both space and time, nodes' finger and key tables are generated lazily as
required, instead of pre-generating all nodes' tables.



" To save even more space, after a node's finger and key tables are generated and used,
the tables are discarded. The PRNG state used to generate the tables is memoized so
that subsequent queries to the same node will re-generate the identical tables.

" Finally, the simulator implements both forward and "reverse" random walks. Re-
verse random walks (which are symmetric with forward random walks) are used to
determine which nodes could have collected a given key x into their intermediate
tables. This enables the simulator to avoid generating intermediate tables for those
nodes which could not have helped to propagate x to another node's key table, saving
orders of magnitude of running time for simulating a lookup of x.

Since the simulator abstracts away so many details of the real implementation, its pri-
mary purpose is to validate the correctness, performance, and security properties of the
Whanau protocol using large social network datasets, and to investigate how these proper-
ties vary with scale. The simulator's results and the Python implementation's results were
broadly consistent at small scales. At large scales, it was not possible to cross-validate the
simulator against the Python implementation, since the latter could not support so many
nodes. However, as the next chapter will show, the simulator's results were consistent with
the theoretical analysis in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 8

Simulations and experiments

This chapter investigates several empirical questions using the Whanau implementations
described in the previous chapter:

1. How closely do real-world social networks match the Chapter 3's assumptions?

2. How does Whanau's performance change when under a denial-of-service attack?

3. Is the layered-IDs technique actually necessary for Whanau's security?

4. How does Whanau's performance vary with the total number of honest nodes?

5. How does Whanau's performance behave under real wide-area network conditions?

To summarize, the results show that:

1. Real-world social networks exhibit the fast-mixing property upon which Whanau
relies, and random walks are likely to return good samples.

2. The Whanau protocol can handle clustering attacks, with measured performance
matching Chapter 6's predictions for a broad range of routing table sizes and attacker
strengths.

3. Layered IDs are essential for the Whanau protocol to handle clustering attacks effi-
ciently: when under attack, setting = 1 causes Whanau's performance to plummet.

4. Asymptotically, Whanau's performance scales similarly to insecure one-hop DHTs.
To maintain constant-time lookups, table sizes must scale as O(/nj).

5. When tested on PlanetLab, the Python implementation provides good lookup perfor-
mance despite moderate levels of failures and churn.

It is well-established that previous structured DHTs cannot tolerate Sybil attacks in
which the adversary can create many pseudonyms (e.g., by generating fresh public keys).
For example, Castro et al. introduced an important set of secure DHT routing techniques
in [36]; their analysis showed that their DHT failed when more than approximately 25% of
the nodes were Sybils. On the other hand, Whanau's behavior does not change at all if the



adversary creates unlimited numbers of pseudonyms. For this reason, there isn't a natural
apples-to-apples comparison of Whanau's Sybil-resistance with previous DHTs. However,
it is possible to evaluate Whanau's Sybil-resistance in absolute terms by measuring the
performance degradation caused by a simulated Sybil attack.

Non-adversarial settings do permit direct comparison between Whanau and other DHTs.
In this case, simulations show that Whanau's performance scales like any other insecure
one-hop DHT, so (ignoring constant overhead factors such as cryptography) adding Sybil-
proof security is "free". Also, similar to other (non-locality-aware) one-hop DHTs, the
lookup latency is one network round-trip. Of course, caveats apply: for some applications,
cryptographic overhead might be significant; other applications might be affected by the
mandatory delay Whanau imposes on inserting new keys into the DHT. Broadly speak-
ing, though, the evaluation shows that Whanau's performance, even under a powerful Sybil
attack, is comparable to previous one-hop DHTs' performance when not under any attack.

8.1 Real-world social networks fit the model's assumptions

Whanau nodes bootstrap from an externally-provided social network to build their routing
tables. Chapter 6's analysis depends upon certain assumptions about this social network: it
must be fast mixing, and must have a sparse cut separating the honest region from the Sybil
region. This section evaluates how closely several real-world social networks conform to
this model.

8.1.1 Large-scale data sets

All of this chapter's simulations use social network graphs extracted from Flickr, LiveJour-
nal, YouTube, and DBLP [2,5,7, 15], which have also been used in other studies [83, 121].
These networks correspond to real-world users and their social connections. The Flickr,
LiveJournal, and YouTube graphs represent explicitly-created friend links; the LiveJournal
graph was estimated to cover 95.4% of the site's users in Dec 2006, and the Flickr graph
26.9% in Jan 2007. On the other hand, the DBLP graph represents implicit social connec-
tions: an edge in the DBLP graph signifies that two people co-authored a research paper
published in a computer science journal or conference. While these four large graphs are
derived from different underlying processes and exhibit a range of gross characteristics
such as average degree and clustering coefficients, we will see that they all appear to be
suitable inputs to the Whanau protocol.

The raw input graphs were preprocessed by discarding unconnected nodes and trans-
forming directed edges into undirected edges. (The majority of edges were already sym-
metric.) The resulting graphs' basic properties are shown in Table 8.1. The node degrees
follow power law distributions, with exponents between 1.6 and 2 [83].



n=#nodes m=#edges average degree
Flickr 1,624,992 15,476,835 19.05
LiveJournal 5,189,809 48,688,097 18.76
YouTube 1,134,890 2,987,624 5.27
DBLP 511,163 1,871,070 7.32

Table 8.1: Properties of the input data sets.

8.1.2 Measuring social network mixing properties

For Whanau's correctness, it is important that the given social network is fast mixing: that
is, a short random walk starting from any node should quickly approach the stationary
distribution, so that there is roughly an equal probability of ending up at any virtual node.

Computing the random walk distribution matrix. To test the fast-mixing property,
define the distribution pij of random walks as follows: for a given starting edge (virtual
node) i, and for each ending edge (virtual node) j, define pij as the probability that a walk
of length w starting at i will end at j. Ideally, the values pij should all be very close to 1

yielding a uniform distribution over edges. For short random walks (small w), the matrix

pij will always be sparse (yielding a lumpy distribution), but as the walk length w increases,
the matrix will always approach the uniform ideal. However, for a fast-mixing network, pij
will approximate the ideal distribution 1 after only a relatively small number of random
walk steps w = O(log n).

Measuring the difference between the matrix pij and the uniform matrix - would tell
us how well-mixed a random walk of length w is. Unfortunately, computing the entire
matrix pij (for all m possible starting edges i) was too expensive, requiring O(wn 2 ) time.
Instead, the matrix was approximated by sampling 100 random edges from each input
graph. 1 For each sampled starting edge i, pij was computed for all m end edges j.

Results. Figure 8-1 plots the resulting cumulative distributions of pij for increasing val-
ues of w. To compare the different social graphs, the CDFs are normalized so that they have
the same mean. Thus, for all graphs, pij = - corresponds to the ideal vertical line at 1.

As expected, as the number of steps increased from 10 to 80, each CDF approached
the ideal uniform distribution. The bulk of pij values were near -, indicating that most
walks return a close-to-perfectly-random node. However, the narrow residual tails at the
top and bottom of each CDF indicate that a small number of nodes are over- or under-
sampled by random walks and therefore may not be able to contribute useful work for the
DHT protocol. More importantly, the few nodes which are under-sampled (because they
are poorly connected to the bulk of the social network) cannot reliably insert records into
the DHT. Naturally, the number of such under-sampled nodes decreases with w.

The CDFs shown for w = 10 are apparently far from the ideal distributions, but there
are two reasons to prefer smaller values of w. First, the amount of bandwidth consumed

'The measured results were broadly similar when 100 random starting users (social nodes) were sampled
instead of 100 random starting edges (virtual nodes).
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scales as w. Second, larger values of w increase the chance that a random walk will return
a Sybil node. Section 8.2 will show that Whanau works well even when the distribution of
random walks is not perfect: the protocol requires only that random walks hit the majority
of virtual nodes with non-negligible probability. The main negative effect of a non-ideal
distribution is not lookup failure, but load balance skew, since each node does an amount
of work proportional to the number of random walks ending there.

8.1.3 Measuring escape probabilities

Recall Section 3.3's prediction that when a fast-mixing social network has a sparse cut

between the honest nodes and Sybil nodes, random walks will have a low probability of es-
caping from the honest region, and are thus a powerful tool to protect against Sybil attacks.
To confirm that this approach works with real-world social networks, the escape probability
of the Flickr social network was measured with varying numbers of attack edges.

Generating attack edges. To generate a social network instance with g attack edges, ran-
domly chosen honest nodes were marked as Sybils until there were at least g edges between
marked nodes and non-marked nodes. Then, any honest nodes which were connected only
to Sybil nodes were removed. For example, for the Flickr network, in the generated in-
stance with g = 1, 940, 689, there are n = 1, 442, 120 honest nodes (with m = 13, 385, 439
honest edges) and 182,872 Sybil nodes (originally honest nodes in the input graph).

This algorithm for generating test instances is a good model for an adversary that is able
to corrupt a random subset of honest nodes, either by exploiting bugs in users' software,
or by convincing credulous users to create many social connections to Sybils. However, an
artifact of the algorithm is that increasing the number of attack edges actually consumes
honest nodes. As a result, it is not possible to generate test instances with g/m ratios sub-
stantially greater than 1.

The Sybil nodes generated by this algorithm tend to be distributed evenly over the social
network. This might not be a realistic assumption if the attacker targeted a particular clus-
ter of users, or if unsophisticated users naturally tend to cluster with other unsophisticated
users. While social networks with clustered attack edges would exhibit different dynamics
(i.e., more loser nodes), the majority of winner nodes would experience much better es-
cape probabilities than in the non-clustered case. Therefore, evenly-distributed Sybil nodes
represent a conservative benchmark, demonstrating Whanau's worst-case performance.

Results. Figure 8-2 plots the probability that a random walk starting from a random hon-
est node will cross an attack edge. As expected, this escape probability increases with the
number of steps taken and with the number of attack edges. When there are few attack
edges, random walks are likely to stay within the honest region.

When the number of attack edges is greater than the number of honest nodes (Fig-
ure 8-2, top line), the adversary has convinced essentially all of the system's users to form
links with its Sybil identities. In this case, long walks almost surely escape from the honest
region; however, short walks still have substantial probability of reaching an honest node.
For example, if the adversary controls 2 million attack edges on the Flickr network, then
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Figure 8-2: Escape probability on the Flickr network.

each user has an average of 1.35 links to the adversary, and random walks of length 40 are
90% Sybils. On the other hand, random walks of length 10 will return 60% honest nodes,
although those honest nodes will be less uniformly distributed than a longer random walk.

8.2 Performance under clustering attack

To evaluate Whanau's resistance against the Sybil attack, instances of the protocol were
simulated using a range of table sizes, numbers of layers, and adversary strengths. For each
instance, a random set of honest starting nodes were instructed to look up randomly chosen
target keys, recording the number of messages used by the LOOKUP procedure. Chapter 6's
analysis predicted that the number of messages would be 0(1) as long as g < n/w. Since
the simulations used a fixed w = 10, LOOKUP was expected to require few messages when
the number of attack edges was less than 10% of the number of honest nodes. Increasing
the table size was also expected to reduce the number of LOOKUP messages.

Simulated Sybil attacker behavior. Social network instances with varying numbers of
attack edges were generated using the algorithm given in Section 8.1.3. The simulated ad-
versary employed an ID clustering attack on the honest nodes' finger tables, choosing all
of its IDs to immediately precede the target key. It is likely that ID clustering is the most
effective attack against Whanau (given a certain number of attack edges), since it attempts
to fill the finger tables which honest nodes require for efficient routing with misleading
information. Random walks which escape from the honest region always return Sybil iden-
tities. Simulated Sybil nodes reply to RPC requests (SAMPLE-RECORD, SLICE-SAMPLE,
TRY, QUERY) with bogus data - of course, honest nodes can detect and discard these bad
records, but they still waste the honest nodes' resources.

In a real-world deployment of Whanau, it is only possible for an adversary to target a
small fraction of honest keys using an ID clustering attack: in order to increase the number
of Sybil IDs near a particular key, the adversary must move some Sybil IDs away from other
keys. However, the Whanau simulator permits the adversary to change its IDs between
every LOOKUP operation: that is, the simulated adversary can start over from scratch and
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Figure 8-3: Number of messages used by LOOKUP decreases as table size increases (Flickr
social network).

adapt its attack to the chosen target key. The results therefore show Whinau's worst case
performance, and not the average case performance for random target keys.

Results. Figure 8-3 plots the number of messages required by LOOKUP versus table size
for various numbers of attack edges in the Flickr social network. The bandwidth, computa-
tion, and storage resources consumed by SETUP are proportional to a node's routing table
size; following the policy that resources scale with node degree (Section 3.3.2), table sizes
are measured in number of entries per social link. Each table entry contains a key and a
node's address (finger tables) or a key-value pair (key and intermediate tables).

As expected, the number of LOOKUP messages decreases with table size and increases
with the adversary's power. For example, on the Flickr network and with a table size of
10,000 entries per link, the median LOOKUP required 2 messages when the number of
attack edges is 20,000, but required 20 messages when there are 2,000,000 attack edges. For
the Flickr social network, the minimum resource budget for fast lookups is 1, 000 ~ fn:
below this table size, LOOKUP messages increased rapidly even without any attack. Under
a massive attack (g > n) LOOKUP could still route quickly, but it required a larger resource
budget of > 10, 000 table entries per link.

Figure 8-4 shows the full data set of which Figure 8-3 is a narrow slice. Figure 8-4(a)
shows the number of messages required for 100% of the test lookups to succeed. Of course,
most lookups succeeded with far fewer messages than this upper bound. Figure 8-4(b)
shows the number of messages required for 50% of lookups to succeed. The contour lines
for maximum messages are necessarily noisier than for median messages, because the lines
can easily be shifted by the random outcome of a single trial. The median is a better guide-
line to Whinau's expected performance: for example, with a table size of 5,000 on the
Flickr graph, most lookups will succeed within 1 or 2 messages, but a few outliers may
require 50 to 100 messages.

The X-axis of each plot was normalized by the number of honest nodes in each net-
work so that the results from different datasets could be compared directly. The theoretical
analysis (Chapter 6) predicted that, in general, Whanau's performance would drop sharply
(LOOKUP messages would grow exponentially) when g > n/w. However, in all the ob-
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served data, this transition actually occurred in the higher range m/w < g < m. In other
words, due to the conservative approximations adopted by the analysis, the predictions
were a bit too pessimistic: Whanau functioned well until a substantial fraction of all edges
were attack edges.

When the number of attack edges g was below n/w, observed LOOKUP performance
was more a function of table size (which must always be at least Q( im) for Whanau
to function) than of g. Thus, Whanau's performance was insensitive to relatively small
numbers of attack edges.

8.3 Impact of layered IDs

Section 8.2 showed that Whanau handles ID clustering attacks. Much of Whanau's com-
plexity comes from its introduction of layered IDs; it is natural to wonder whether this new
technique is indeed strictly necessary for Whanau's attack resistance.

For the plots in Figure 8-4, several different numbers of layers were simulated for each
table size, and the best-performing results were shown. 2 The implicit assumption is that

honest nodes know a priori how many layers to use. Section 6.4 predicted that the optimal
number of layers is a function of the chosen finger table size.

This section uses simulated data to evaluate the performance impact of layered IDs, and
to investigate how nodes should choose the number of layers. The results were found to be
consistent with theoretical predictions.

8.3.1 Layers are necessary for attack resistance

As in Section 8.2, Whanau was simulated using social networks with a range of attacker
strengths. The number of layers was varied from 1 to 10 while holding the total routing
table size (summed over all layers) at a constant 100,000 entries per social link, and the
median number of LOOKUP messages was measured.

The results of this experiment show, for a given attacker strength, whether honest nodes
are better off spending their available resources on more layers or on bigger per-layer rout-
ing tables. If the layered ID technique provided no benefit, we would expect Whanau to
perform best with only one layer, because multiple layers come at the cost of smaller per-
layer tables.

Based on the analysis in Section 6.4.1, we would expect that for small-scale attacks
(g < m/w), one layer is always best. For more large-scale clustering attacks, we expect
more layers to be better. Even for very large-scale attacks (g ~ m), adding more layers

quickly yields diminishing returns, and so we only simulated numbers of layers between 1

and 10.
The solid lines in Figure 8-5 show the results of these simulations using the ID cluster-

ing attack described in Section 8.2. When the number of attack edges was small (< 0.1%
of n), the smallest median number of LOOKUP messages was achieved by using small

2 0f course, the total resources consumed by SETUP was held constant while the number of layers was

varied.
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numbers of layers. In other words, weak clustering attacks can be defended against without
using layers, and in this case it's best to spend all SETUP resources on bigger routing tables.

However, with larger numbers of attack edges, the data show that small numbers of
layers result in many LOOKUP failures, while larger numbers of layers yield good LooKUP

performance. For example, using the Flickr social network, layers become important when
the number of attack edges exceeds 5,000 (0.3% of ni); for g > 20, 000, a constant number
of layers (around 8) yields the best performance. At high attack ratios (around g/n ;;: 1),
the measured data became noisy because LOOKUP performance degraded regardless of the
choice of layers.

As a control, the dashed lines in Figure 8-5 show the same Whanau simulation, but
pitted against a naive attack: the adversary swallows all random walks and returns bo-
gus replies to all requests, but does not cluster its IDs. The difference between the solid
and dashed lines clearly shows that, while multiple layers are strictly necessary to protect
against powerful ID clustering attacks, they are not necessary against weak or naive attacks.

The observed trends were clearer for the larger graphs (Flickr and LiveJournal) than for
the smaller graphs (YouTube and DBLP). The experiment's fixed SETUP resource budget
(100,000 table entries per virtual node) was very large in comparison to the smaller graphs'
sizes, and therefore the differences in performance between small numbers of layers are
not as substantial. In the raw data, the same trends were observed to hold for different fixed
resource budgets.
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attacker power is unknown to honest nodes.

8.3.2 Optimal number of layers increases with table size

The above data showed that layers improve Whinau's resistance against powerful ID clus-
tering attacks, but are not helpful when the DHT is not under attack. However, we cannot
presume that nodes know the number of attack edges g, so the number of layers must be
chosen in some other way.

Since layers have a resource cost, the optimal number of layers would be expected to
depend on the honest nodes' resource budget. If the budgeted number of table entries is
large compared to kvn, then increasing the number of layers is the best way to protect
against powerful adversaries. On the other hand, if the budgeted number of table entries is
relatively small, then no number of layers can protect against a powerful attack; thus, nodes
should choose a smaller number of layers to reduce overhead and perform well in the case
of no attack or a weak attack.

This hypothesis was tested by re-analyzing the data collected for Section 8.2. For each
given total table size, the optimal number of layers (yielding the lowest median LOOKUP
messages) was computed over a range of attack strengths. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 8-6. Each dot represents a simulated instance with a different number of attack edges.
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The overall trend is clear: at small SETUP resource budgets, optimal performance was
achieved with fewer layers. At large SETUP resource budgets, more layers was better.

At intermediate resource budgets, the optimal number of layers varied strongly with
the number of attack edges g; given that g is unknown to honest nodes, it is reasonable to
choose a moderate number of layers. The median trend lines shown in Figure 8-6 appear to
be consistent with the predicted logarithmic relationship (Section 6.4) between finger table
size (roughly proportional to SETUP resource budget) and optimal number of layers.

Since honest nodes certainly know their own finger table size rf, it's reasonable to
set the number of layers as a function of rf. This may not be perfectly optimal for every
attacker strength g; however, Whanau's performance is not very sensitive to small changes
in the number of layers. Thus, a rough estimate is sufficient to get good performance over
a wide range of situations.

8.4 Performance versus number of nodes

Whanau was designed as a one-hop DHT; it is thus important to confirm that its perfor-
mance scales similarly to insecure one-hop DHTs such as Kelips [63]. The real social
network datasets introduced in Section 8.1.1 don't cover a wide range of different sizes. To
overcome this limitation, synthetic social networks with varying numbers of nodes were
generated using the standard technique of preferential attachment [29], yielding power-law
degree distributions with average degree 10 and exponents close to 2. For each network,
the Whanau protocol was simulated for various table sizes and layers, as in the preceding
sections. Since the goal was to demonstrate that Whanau reduces to a standard one-hop
DHT in the non-adversarial case, there was no simulated attack.

Figure 8-7 plots the median number of LOOKUP messages versus SETUP resource bud-
get and social network size. For any one-hop DHT, we would expect that, to hold the
number of LOOKUP messages to a constant 0(1), the required table size should scale as
0( in): the blue line shows this predicted trend. The heat map and its contours (black
lines) show simulated results for the synthetic networks. For example, for m 10, 000, 000,
the majority of lookups succeeded using 1 or 2 messages for a table size of 2, 000 entries
per link. The square and triangle markers plot the four real-world datasets alongside the
synthetic networks for comparison. While each real network has idiosyncratic features of
its own, it is clear that the required table sizes follow the O(vm7) scaling trend expected of
a one-hop DHT.

These simulations confirm that Whanau's asymptotic scaling behavior is the same as
previous one-hop DHTs in the non-adversarial case. However, in the adversarial case, there
are two important caveats:

" Layers will be required to protect against clustering attacks, increasing the required
table size from ( to 0(F log m).

" Cryptographic authentication will be required to preserve integrity, possibly increas-
ing the constant factor hidden in the big-O notation.

This means that Whanau's scaling in Sybil scenarios differs (by an 0(log m) factor) from
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Figure 8-7: Number of messages used by LOOKUP, versus system size and table size. The
heat map and contour lines show data from synthetic networks, while the markers show
that real-world social networks fall roughly onto the same contours. Whanau scales like
previous one-hop DHTs.

its scaling in non-Sybil scenarios. Given that previous DHTs would not operate at all in
Sybil scenarios, this overhead seems a reasonable price for guaranteed availability.

8.5 Performance on PlanetLab with node churn

The example instant-messaging application described in Section 7.1 ran on 400 machines
in the PlanetLab public distributed testbed. Each physical machine ran 10 independent
Whanau instances, each with 5 social neighbors, yielding a total of 20,000 virtual nodes
in the system. This number of virtual nodes is large enough that, with a routing table size
of 200 entries per social link, most requests cannot be served from local tables. Each node
continuously performed lookups on randomly-chosen keys.

Node churn was simulated by inducing node failure and recovery events according to
a Poisson process. These events occurred at an average rate of two per second, but the
average node downtime was varied to yield different severities of churn: at any given time,
approximately 10% or 20% of the virtual nodes were offline. (In addition 10% and 20%
failures, an instance without injected churn was simulated as a control.) Lookup latency
was expected to increase over time as some finger nodes became unavailable due to chum,
causing some lookups to require multiple retries. Latency was also expected to go back
down whenever the IM application re-ran SETUP, building new routing tables to reflect the
current state of the network.

Predicted trend: v m
E--I #messages =20
z - - #messages = 2
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Figure 8-8: Lookup latency and fraction of lookups which required retries on PlanetLab,
under various levels of node churn. Vertical lines indicate when SETUP installed new rout-
ing tables. Under churn, the LOOKUP retry frequency slowly increases until SETUP runs
again, at which point it reverts to the baseline.

Figure 8-8 plots the lookup latency and retries for these experiments, and shows that
Whanau's performance is largely unaffected by modest node churn. The median latency
was approximately a single network round-trip within PlanetLab, and increased gradually
with greater churn. As expected, the fraction of LOOKUP requests needing to be retried
increased with time when node churn was present, but running SETUP restored it to the
baseline.

While this experiment's scale was too small to test Whanau's asymptotic behavior, it
did demonstrate two important points: (1) the Whanau Python implementation functions on
PlanetLab under realistic wide-area network conditions, and (2) Whanau's simple approach
for maintaining routing tables is sufficient to handle reasonable levels of churn.
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Chapter 9

Extending Whainau

The previous chapters described the Whanau protocol abstractly, in order to focus on its
efficiency and resistance to denial-of-service attacks. This chapter extends the core protocol
in various ways to address real-world problems such as exploiting locality, using bandwidth
efficiently, preserving privacy, and supporting a wide range of practical applications.

9.1 Taking advantage of network locality

As Section 8.5 showed, Whanau's typical LOOKUP latency is one round-trip to a random
PlanetLab node, on the order of 150-200 milliseconds. Some applications might want to
reduce this latency by taking advantage of routing table redundancy to send queries to finger
nodes with shorter round-trip times (RTTs). [44, 62] However, it's important to implement
network locality carefully: simply querying the closest known fingers would be vulnerable
to an adversary that can manipulate its Sybil nodes' RTTs to appear closer than honest
nodes. A "quick fix" would be to perform locality-aware and locality-oblivious lookups in
parallel; then, even if the locality-aware queries were co-opted by the adversary, the slow-
but-steady parallel lookup would still complete successfully. However, this approach has
the disadvantage that it confers no locality benefit when under attack.

If LOOKUP's latency is much more important than its bandwidth usage, a more subtle
technique can be used even when under attack. In base Whanau, CHOOSE-FINGER line 4
(Figure 5-3) chooses a uniformly random finger from a set of candidates; a substantial
fraction of the candidates are honest nodes. TRY line 6 then sends a query message to the
finger, waiting for a fixed timeout before giving up and retrying.

Suppose, instead, that average RTTs were measured for every finger table entry, and
the query timeout was set to the chosen finger node's average RTT times two. With this
adaptive timeout, queries to honest fingers would still usually succeed, but the latency cost
of a timed-out query to a malicious finger would be proportional to that finger's average
RTT. As a consequence, Sybil nodes which minimized their RTTs in order to attract more
queries would also reduce the amount of damage they can do to the queries' latencies.

To take advantage of this property, a Whanau implementation can modify CHOOSE-
FINGER line 4 to weight each candidate finger's probability by the inverse of its average
RTT, i.e., Prob[ f I c 1/ RT T(f). As an example of how this might work, suppose that the



candidate set contains five Sybils and two honest nodes, all with average RTTs of 100 mil-
liseconds. Since each candidate would have equal probability of being chosen, LOOKUP's
expected latency would be approximately one second - five 200-millisecond timeouts and
retries. On the other hand, suppose that, due to the adversary's manipulations, the Sybil
fingers' RTTs all appear to decrease by a factor of ten, to 10 milliseconds. This would
increase their probability of being chosen by a factor of ten, so that LOOKUP would now
require fifty timeouts and retries. However, since each timeout would now only be 20 mil-
liseconds, LOOKUP's latency would still be approximately one second.

The above example would appear to indicate that the new strategy wouldn't change
LOOKUP's latency, but it actually indicates that the Sybil nodes cannot manipulate their
own RTTs to increase the latency. In contrast, honest candidates with low RTTs would now
be much more likely to be queried. For instance, imagine modifying the previous example
so that one of the two honest finger nodes has an RTT of 10 milliseconds; this would
increase its probability of being queried by a factor of ten. The overall LOOKUP latency
would thus improve from 1 second to only 100 milliseconds, despite the large number of
Sybil fingers. In general, this strategy should produce much lower latencies whenever there
is substantial diversity amongst honest nodes' RTTs.

The cost of this improved LOOKUP latency is substantially more bandwidth usage, since
many more messages are likely to be sent per lookup. This bandwidth cost can be traded off
against LOOKUP latency by choosing a candidate weighting function intermediate between
the original uniform weights and the new 1/RTT weights. To take advantage of a greater
diversity of candidate fingers, nodes must also increase the size of finger tables and key
tables beyond the minimum required for correctness, consuming more SETUP resources.
The set of candidate fingers for a given target key grows quadratically with table size.

9.2 Efficient random walks using a systolic mixing process
Most of Whanau's bandwidth is used to explore random walks. Therefore, it makes sense
to optimize this part of the protocol. Using recursive or iterative RPC to compute a random
walk, as suggested by the RANDOM-WALK subroutine in Figure 5-2, is not very efficient:
it uses 2w messages per random node returned.

A better approach, used by the Python implementation, is to batch-compute a large
number r of random walks at once. Suppose that every node maintains a pool of r addresses
of other nodes; the pools start out containing r copies of the node's own address. At each
synchronous time step, each node randomly shuffles its pool and divides it equally amongst
its social neighbors (using a reliable transport). For the next time step, the node combines
the messages it received from each of its neighbors to create a new pool, and repeats the
process. After w such mixing steps, each node's pool is a randomly shuffled assortment of
addresses.

Theorem. If r is sufficiently large, the systolic mixing process closely approximates send-
ing out r random walks from each node.

Proof sketch. In the unmodified random walk process, a degree-d node which receives r
requests for random walks of length w will deliver an expected r/d requests for random



walks of length w - 1 to each of its neighbors. The actual number of requests sent to each
neighbor follows the binomial distribution B(r, 1/d), which is sharply peaked around r/d
for large r, with deviation less than r/d. On the other hand, the systolic process delivers
exactly r/d random walks of length w - 1 to each neighbor. Thus, each step introduces a
small error, but even after w error-accumulating steps, the difference between the systolic
process and the unmodified random walk process remains negligible for large r. E

9.2.1 Using the systolic process in Whinau

The main advantage of this systolic protocol is that a degree-d node need only send and
process dw messages in total, instead of rw messages using RPCs. The systolic technique
balances random-walk load predictably and uniformly over the nodes, unlike the RPC tech-
nique.

The SETUP protocol is defined such that the number of random walks needed is per-
fectly predictable ahead of time, given the table size parameters. The systolic mixing pro-
cess is thus easily incorporated as a separate initial phase. While this adds w steps to the
SETUP latency, it actually decreases the individual latency of each subsequent step by a
factor of w (since they no longer have to wait for random walk RPCs to return).

Incorporating the systolic process into the LOOKUP phase would appear to be more
difficult than the SETUP phase, but it is actually simpler. There is no requirement that
the random walks used by separate runs of LOOKUP be statistically independent from each
other. Thus, SETUP can simply pre-compute a small additional pool of random walks which
is reused by every run of LOOKUP. This pool should be large enough to accommodate
the maximum number of retries needed, which, if the routing tables are sufficiently large,
should be only 09(log km).

9.2.2 Using symmetry to protect against denial-of-service

The systolic mixing process has the interesting property that it is completely symmetric
and reversible: the set of random walks terminating at a node u has an identical distribution
to the set of random walks starting at u. Consequently, they share the same good sampling
properties: relatively few of the random walks terminating at an honest node can originate
in the Sybil region.

This feature can be used to distribute "request tokens" to protect nodes against request-
flooding denial-of-service attacks. A request token is a random nonce which can only be
used a limited number of times. Every RPC request must include a token, and requests
containing invalid or expired tokens may be ignored.

Before the systolic mixing process's first step, each node generates its own set of re-
quest tokens and stores them in a local table of unused tokens. It appends one token to each
of the r initial address records in its mixing pool; these tokens are then mixed alongside the
addresses, ending up at random nodes. Since the mixing process is symmetric, the adver-
sary can only obtain a limited fraction of each honest node's tokens. Thus, this technique
strictly curtails the scope of a denial-of-service attack based on overloading honest nodes
with bogus requests.



9.3 Supporting very many or very few keys per node

The Whanau protocol described in this dissertation handles 1 < k < m efficiently, where k
is the number of keys per honest node. This base protocol requires various minor tweaks in
order to handle the extreme cases outside this range efficiently. As this section will show,
the k < 1 and k > m cases are actually relatively simple to handle as compared with the
1 < k < m case, which requires Whinau's full complexity.

9.3.1 Many keys per node

Consider how to solve the case where every node needs to store a very large number of
keys k > m into the DHT. Any structured DHT, secure or not, requires at least k = Q(m)
resources per node just to transmit and store all these keys once. This observation enables a
simpler DHT design: without budging the asymptotic resource usage at all, each DHT node
could use 0(m) bandwidth to collect a (nearly) complete list of all other honest nodes.
Having replicated such a list, consistent hashing [71] could be used to distribute records
directly to key tables, avoiding the need for intermediate tables and SLICE-SAMPLE.

Returning to the base Whanau protocol, the analysis in Section 6.2 breaks down when
k > m: more than m calls to SLICE-SAMPLE will tend to have many repeats, and thus
cannot be treated as independent trials. To recover this property, a Whanau implementation

can simply split each old virtual node into approximately J > 1 new virtual nodes.
m

This yields a total of 2m - = 2vkm virtual nodes storing approximately km keys

each. By Chapter 6's analysis, the SETUP resource budget per (new) virtual node should be
0(vkm log km), or 0(log km) per stored key. This is an optimal result, since any secure
DHT would need to replicate records by a logarithmic factor to ensure at least one honest
replica for each record.

9.3.2 Fewer keys than nodes

Now consider the other case, k < 1, where only a subset of nodes are storing any key-value
records into the system. In the extreme limit k = 1/2m, only a single honest node attempts
to store a single key-value record into the system. Conceptually, handling this case is trivial:
the single key-value record can be flooded to all honest nodes over the social network at a
cost of only 0(1) bandwidth per node.

Whanau can be straightforwardly adapted to handle the case k < 1 by adopting the sys-
tolic mixing process described above (Section 9.2) to transport key-value records from put-
queues to intermediate tables. Nodes with empty put-queues simply initialize their pools
with null entries, which can be omitted on the wire and thus cost nothing to store and
transmit. All other details and parameters of the Whanau protocol remain unchanged.

In the extreme case k = 1/2m, with one record stored in the DHT, this approach essen-
tially reduces to social flooding; the modified Whanau protocol smoothly adapts to larger
k. However, this approach works only for small numbers of attack edges g = 0(km/w);
otherwise, the adversary can flood the network with its own key-value records, which the



honest nodes must store. Sybil-proofness will generally require the table sizes at each node
to be at least Q(V/km + gw log km).

9.4 Routing over the social network

Section 3.1.1 described how to use Whanau for rendezvous, by storing a client's current
IP address into the DHT under its user's persistent identifier (e.g., a username or public
key). To send a message to the user, another client can perform a lookup on this persistent
identifier to retrieve the current IP address, and then send a packet to this address.

9.4.1 Recursive routing

In the above "iterative routing" approach, Whanau's CHOOSE-FINGER subroutine finds an
honest finger storing the appropriate identifier-to-address binding, and LOOKUP queries
the finger for the address. In an alternative "recursive routing" approach, the source client
could simply send the persistent identifier and message to the chosen finger. The finger
node would forward the message on to the destination client using the stored address.

The recursive approach has the advantage of decreasing the typical message latency
from three hops (source to finger, finger to source, source to destination) to two hops (source
to finger, finger to destination). Moreover, if the finger maintains a persistent open connec-
tion with the destination instead of simply storing its address, this approach can avoid any
connection setup latency (e.g., to set up transport layer security [21]). Finally, by sending
messages over persistent connections, this technique can be used to route messages to nodes
behind firewalls and NATs (which would block packets sent using the iterative technique).

On the other hand, the recursive routing technique increases the load on finger nodes,
since they must forward message payloads instead of simply answering short routing queries.
If the destination node does not send an acknowledgement message to the source node,
then the source must send via multiple fingers in parallel, since some of the fingers may
be Sybils. Whanau guarantees that CHOOSE-FINGER returns a substantial fraction of good
fingers; thus, the source can either send the whole payload via each finger, or, more ef-
ficiently, it can split the payload into erasure-coded fragments to be reassembled at the
destination node.

9.4.2 Tunneling over social links

In Whanau, every key table entry and every finger table entry was created by taking a
w-hop random walk on the social network. If the random walk recorded its entire path,
then this could also be stored into the routing tables and later used to forward messages
by retracing the same path over the social network. Using this observation, Whanau can
be extended to route messages using only social network connections: simply forward the
message from source to finger using random-walk hops stored in the source's finger table,
and then forward the message from finger to destination using random-walk hops stored in
the finger node's key table.



In an overlay network setting, this approach would generally increase routing latency
and load as compared with direct messages; it would have the (minor) benefit of reducing
the number of direct network connections each node must establish. However, in a non-
overlay setting, where there is no underlying IP network, this technique enables Whanau to
be a standalone routing protocol. For example, Whanau can be used for Internet inter-AS
routing, or for routing on mobile or vehicular ad-hoc networks, if the connections between
these nodes have the same good properties as social networks (Section 3.2). While Wha-
nau's randomly generated routes are not as efficient as shortest-path routes, they could be
used as reliable fallback routes, or used to carry critical control-plane messages.

9.5 Preserving friend list privacy

Many ways of implementing random walks reveal which nodes are connected to which
other nodes. For example, if an implementation simply uses recursive RPCs, an attacker
can learn all of a node's d social neighbors using only 09(d) calls to RANDOM-WALK (1).

In many cases, users' "friend lists" are sensitive private information. Whanau's design
fundamentally requires that social contacts maintain open communication channels with
each other; thus, an eavesdropping adversary can always use traffic analysis to guess a
node's social neighbors. However, it is worthwhile to examine techniques to protect friend
lists against adversaries that cannot observe all network traffic, but can make Byzantine
RPC requests or send Byzantine messages.

Of course, a first step is to respond only to random walk requests from a node's so-
cial neighbors. (In normal Whanau operation, no non-neighbor nodes would try to call
RANDOM-WALK.) While this limits the attack, it may not be sufficient, since a user may
not want her own friends (or friends of friends) to learn her friend list.

A more complete approach would use and extend the tunneling technique described
above (Section 9.4.2), in which each finger and key table entry is associated with a source
route used to send messages over the social network. The most simple form of source route,
a list of globally unique node IDs, would compromise friend list privacy. However, since
each entry of the source route is used only by a single node to forward messages to the next
hop (one of the node's neighbors), there's no need to store globally unique IDs: a locally-
unique neighbor identifier is just as good. Thus, privacy can be preserved by replacing each
source route entry with a locally-valid identifier meaningful only to the previous node on
the route. For instance:

" The next hop's global ID, encrypted under a key known only to the current hop.

" A randomly-generated local neighbor ID. The current hop would map this to a next
hop using a locally-stored table.

" A small-integer index into the current hop's list of neighbors.

As long as all Whanau messages are forwarded via the social network using such source
routes, any of these three techniques would protect the identities of a node's social neigh-
bors. The latter technique would have the additional advantage of using less space to store



the source routes than a list of unique node IDs. However, it may require extra bookkeeping
to ensure stable local indices when adding or removing social network links.

9.6 Handling large, durable data blocks

Whanau replicates each stored key-value record over O(vkm log km) different nodes in
order to provide the degree of redundancy needed for one-hop routing. If each node stores a
few small records, as in a rendezvous application (Section 3.1.1), this replication overhead
is similar to any one-hop DHT's resource requirements. However, some applications, such
as filesystems [45, 89, 111] or Web caches [53, 55, 67], need to store large, variable-sized
chunks of data into the DHT. Such applications probably do not want such a high repli-
cation factor for bulk data storage, and would rather choose their own replication factors
independent of the routing protocol.

An additional layer of indirection can provide Whanau this functionality, which was
omitted from the core protocol for simplicity. To store a large data block, a client should
choose a small number of replica nodes, copy the block to each replica, and insert a list of
the replicas' IP addresses into the DHT. Whanau will replicate this list many times, but a
list of a few IP addresses should be much smaller than the original data block.

Applications can choose replica nodes according to different policies. For example, a
node might choose to store block replicas only on its social neighbor nodes (as in Friend-
store [112]), or it might choose to use an external service provider to store some or all of
the replicas. If the application needs to balance the load over all honest nodes, then nodes
can choose replicas by taking random walks on the social network. Because this latter pol-
icy requires choosing r/ replicas in order to yield approximately r honest replicas, the
security overhead grows with the number of attack edges. When g < n/w, this overhead
percentage is proportional to g, analogous to other DHTs where the overhead percentage is
proportional to the number of malicious nodes.

Whanau periodically discards and rebuilds its tables; therefore, in order for a record
to be durable, it must be re-inserted into the DHT with every SETUP round. In the above
block-storage protocol, if a block's replicas are Whanau nodes, they can be given responsi-
bility for re-inserting the IP address list record into the DHT. As long as at least one honest
replica is up during every SETUP round, the record will remain available. This means that
the originating node need not stay online to ensure its data's persistence.

9.7 Handling dynamic record updates and insertions

Whanau's most obvious limitation is its lack of a dynamic INSERT operation; because
SETUP builds a static set of routing tables, new record insertions aren't visible until the
following SETUP round completes. The protocol can be extended to support updating the
value associated with a key, but not inserting new keys. However, it is possible to trade off
LOOKUP bandwidth against the key insertion delay.



9.7.1 Protocols for updating values

To implement an UPDATE operation, the DHT must keep track of which nodes store repli-
cas of each record. The simplest implementation of mutable records adopts the layer of
indirection described above (Section 9.6), which stores a list of the block's replicas' IP
addresses into the core DHT. To modify a block's contents, a client can simply send an
update message to each of the replica nodes; nothing in the core DHT needs to change.
To ensure that only authorized clients can mutate the value, the update message should
include a signature or other authenticator (e.g., a hashed secret [95]). Readers and writers
can implement a quorum protocol to handle unavailable or malicious replica nodes.

The indirection-layer approach imposes an additional hop on lookups; applications with
tighter latency requirements may prefer to spend the resources to update all (v km log km)
Whanau replicas of the record. To accomplish this, the originating node must keep back-
pointers to every copy of the record; it does this by storing a local table entry for every node
which collected the record into its intermediate table using SAMPLE-RECORD. Similarly,
those nodes will store a local table entry for every node which collected the record into its
key table using SLICE-SAMPLE. To update the record's value, the originating node simply
broadcasts the new value to all the replicas using these back-pointers.

As with all Whanau routing tables, attackers must be prevented from overloading these
back-pointer tables. A simple solution is to employ the systolic random walk technique
from Section 9.2, which limits the number of random walks ending at any honest node.

9.7.2 Challenges to inserting keys

While supporting an UPDATE operation is straightforward, a secure, efficient, and dynamic
INSERT operation remains a challenging open problem.

If honest nodes have unlimited resources, a similar back-pointer approach can be used
to insert new keys. Each node would store a log of every SAMPLE-RECORD or SLICE-
SAMPLE request it served in the previous SETUP round. Whenever newly inserted keys
would have resulted in different replies to these requests, the node would re-send an updated
reply.

This technique yields perfectly up-to-date key tables. If the new keys are distributed
similarly to the initial set of keys, the key tables remain well-balanced as well. Unfor-
tunately, if the adversary causes newly inserted keys to be clustered (either by inserting
clustered keys himself, or by causing honest nodes to insert clustered keys), then some key
tables can grow arbitrarily large. If the targeted honest nodes cannot handle the additional
load, they will be forced to drop some records, including possibly some honest records.

An adversary with few attack edges (gw < rk = O(9(km)) cannot insert enough keys
to unbalance the key tables by himself. Additionally, in some applications, honest nodes
can ensure an even key distribution by choosing random keys or by salting their input
keys. If both conditions hold, then Whanau can provide an INSERT operation supporting
up to O(km) dynamic key insertions between SETUP rounds. However, this version of the
protocol is much less Sybil-proof than the static version (gw = (v kim) versus gw =

0(n)).
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In summary, it is currently possible to implement an "optimistic" INSERT which at-
tempts to dynamically insert a new record, and succeeds if there are few (O( kin)) attack
edges and if new honest keys follow a similar distribution to existing keys. In the worst case,
newly stored keys will be unavailable until SETUP rebuilds the routing tables. A stronger
dynamic INSERT protocol is a goal for future versions of Whanau.

9.7.3 Trading bandwidth against key insert latency

Whanau's SETUP bandwidth usage can be traded off against responsiveness to churn: for
example, running SETUP twice as frequently halves the latency from key insertion to key
visibility. Using the observation that the DHT capacity scales with the square of the table
size, it is also possible to trade off LOOKUP bandwidth usage against responsiveness to
churn.

Consider running SETUP every T seconds using table size r = O(v km log km), yield-
ing a total system capacity of km keys. Now, suppose instead that nodes run SETUP every
T/2 seconds using r/2 resources, but they save the last four instances of the routing tables.
In the latter case, each instance of the DHT has capacity km/4, but since there are four
independent instances, the total capacity remained the same. The total resource usage per
unit time also remains the same in both cases, but the responsiveness to churn doubles in
the latter case, since SETUP runs twice as often. New keys can be inserted into any instance
of the DHT with available space.

This scaling trick might appear to be getting better insert latency for free, but there is
a price: since the multiple DHT instances are independent, lookups must be performed in
all instances in parallel. Thus, the bandwidth used by LOOKUP increases proportionally to
the number of saved instances. In order to halve the key insert latency, LOOKUP bandwidth
must quadruple.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

Over the first decade of this century, research in structured distributed hash tables has made
great progress toward the goal of an open, collaborative Internet, in which peers cooperate
to provide the infrastructure services they use. However, this vision faces a well-known
obstacle: the Sybil attack, in which a malicious entity creates many independent identities
and joins the system repeatedly in order to degrade its performance. Previous designs pre-
vented the Sybil attack by requiring some trusted central authority to control admission to
the DHT. It was natural to wonder: was a central authority an inherent requirement? Or,
was it possible to design a completely decentralized DHT, where all peers participate on an
equal basis?

This dissertation has affirmatively answered this long-open and important question. It
described Whanau, a structured DHT protocol which is secure against powerful denial-of-
service attacks from an adversary able to create unlimited Sybil identities. The Whanau
protocol combined previous techniques - random walks on fast-mixing social networks
- with the idea of layered identifiers. We have proved that lookups complete in constant
time, and that the size of routing tables is only 0(vkm log km) entries per node for an
aggregate system capacity of km keys.

Simulations of an aggressive clustering attack, using social networks from Flickr, Live-
Journal, YouTube, and DBLP, show that when the number of attack edges is less than 10%
of the number of honest nodes and the routing table size is O(km log km), most lookups
succeed in only a few messages. Thus, the Whanau protocol performs similarly to insecure
one-hop DHTs, but is strongly resistant to Sybil attacks.
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